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Abstract

This thesis investigates the use of strategic genetic algorithmic manipulation, using basic theory without the use of binary coding or bit string representation, to improve the performance of an autonomous mobile robot whose actions and behaviors are governed by a stimulus-response rule base. The general theory is reviewed and then applied to a simple autonomous robotic model, pathway, and obstacles. The robotic model’s goal is to successfully maneuver down a specified pathway, maintaining the pathway constraints while avoiding obstacles positioned in the pathway. A simulation of the simple autonomous robotic model is employed using the pathway and obstacle model’s positions on a Cartesian coordinate system to provide input signals or stimuli by which the robot then reacts or responds. The initial stimulus triggers a sequence of bidding and selection for specific response rules, testing the performance of these rules, evaluating the testing, assigning a payoff for the stimulus-response rules utilized, followed by simple genetic manipulation of these stimulus-response rules then repeating the sequence. This process is then iterated repeatedly leading to a more affective (improved) set of stimulus-response rules governing its actions and behaviors.

This process was developed as a strategic plan that employs the idea of treating the set of stimulus-response rules as a unified set that relies on each other rather than individuals. The results of applying this theory enabled the robotic simulation model to improve its performance from traversing approximately 10% of the prescribed course to completing a successful run of 100% of the course.

The significance of this research is to provide a simple, yet affective method that may ultimately lead to the development of an autonomous mobile robot model that is more
robust than the original model. Although this is a specific case, this research can then be translated and utilized into providing a simple/uncomplicated means to improve pathway navigation and obstacle avoidance situations in such areas as: Industrial material handling (AGVs), tool pathway improvement, hazardous waste handling, military applications such as unmanned weapons delivery vehicles, and in the automotive industry as automated guidance around road hazards.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

Darwinian evolution is embodied by the theory of generate, test, and adapt. This theory provides a strategy that can quickly identify and capitalize on regularities in the environment, according to John Holland [1]. This concept, that Holland studied, was then applied to develop a general purpose search algorithm using the theory of generate, test, and adapt (natural population genetics) to evolve solutions to problems.

Since Holland’s [1] introduction of using genetic algorithms as a search method to provide solutions or improved solutions to problems, there has been many studies that use this type of search method to improve and/or try to optimize all sorts of situations including that of machine learning behavior. In many cases of machine learning, the actions or behaviors of the machine are governed by a set of stimulus-response rules. The rules are applied in a case specific manner triggered by environmental stimuli. The case that is examined by this thesis is one of a simple autonomous mobile robot whose actions and behaviors are controlled exactly as described above. It is the author’s intention to explore the use of genetic algorithmic theory to provide an improved performance of the robotic model examined.

1.2 Research Objectives
The objective of this thesis is to provide a method by which an improved set of stimulus-response rules governing the actions and behavior of a simple pathway navigating/obstacle avoiding autonomous mobile robot. The method used to enhance the performance employs a simulation model, represented and tested through Matlab© software [2,3], combined with simple genetic algorithmic manipulation of the stimulus-response rules. The simple genetic algorithmic manipulation uses basic theory without the use of standard binary coding representation. Instead, a numeric model using conditional statements is used. The performance characteristics are determined by the length of the course navigated by the robot while maintaining it’s prescribed boundaries and the duration of the performance. The actual simulation is not intended to be an all encompassing replica of an autonomous mobile robot, but a tool used to approximate its behavior to analyze and judge how altering the various stimulus-response rules affect its performance. The simulation is just a simplified instrument used in conjunction with the application of genetic algorithms to achieve the research objective. John J. Grefenstette [4] states that ideally, a simulation model should adequately reflect all the important aspects of the studied environment. In practice, however, the validation of the simulation model compared to the target environment is often quite difficult. As a result, conceivably the most important aspect of simulation-assisted learning is how well the results of the learning process convey to the target environment that may not conform exactly to the simulation model.

1.3 Background on Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms can be described as a computational evolutionary procedure that utilizes genetic operators coupled with fitness evaluation and selection to positively adapt (gain knowledge) initial arithmetic model parameters of a simulation model into a significantly improved model whose parameters are genetic offspring of the original. Genetic algorithms (GA’s) are general purpose adaptive search techniques derived from principles of natural population genetics[1]. The basic concept is one where there exists a population of possible solutions to a specific problem. The population then evolves over time through competition (survival of the fittest) and variation (genetic operations) leading to an “improved” population. Competition, in this case, can be defined as where individuals in a population vie for usage against each other. Competition leads to an individual’s utility, which is evaluated to determine whether or not it is useful to the entire population and if not, it is to leave. Variation is carried out through genetic operations. These operations yield new members to be considered for entrance into the population. Genetic operations produce these new members (offspring) by utilizing a piece or pieces of existing members of the population (parents) combined with a piece or pieces that have been genetically altered in some fashion. A basic model or paradigm of genetic algorithms can be seen in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Paradigm of basic genetic algorithms.
Since Holland’s [1] introduction of genetic algorithms as a search method for solutions to a problem, they have also been used a method for optimization. Genetic algorithms do provide a robust adaptive search method but do not always provide for an “optimal” solution. When speaking of genetic algorithms as an optimization package, there is a subtle important difference in semantics that needs to be addressed. Genetic algorithms are not function optimizers, but can lead to function optimization. This is best recognized as there may be infinite solutions to a problem which the optimal point may never be investigated or there are many or even no solutions to the problem [5]. Keeping this in mind, genetic algorithms coupled with fitness evaluation and selection do provide for a robust adaptive system that may or may not arrive at a global optimum, but will inherently lead to an improved solution whether optimal or not.

James Z. Tu [6] states that genetic algorithms are search algorithms based on the mechanics of natural selection and natural genetics. They combine survival of the fittest of population members with a structured yet randomized information exchange to form a search algorithm. In every generation a new population is created using bits and pieces of the fittest of the old with an occasional new part tried for good measure. While randomized, genetic algorithms are no simple random walk. They efficiently exploit historical information to speculate on new search points with expected improved performance.

Lawrence Davis [7] states that for a genetic algorithm to solve a problem it must have the following five components.

1. a chromosomal representation of solutions to the problem,
2. a way to create an initial population of solutions,
3. an evaluation function that plays the role of the environment, rating solutions in terms of their “fitness,”

4. genetic operators that alter the composition of children during reproduction, and

5. values for the parameters that the genetic algorithm uses (population size, probabilities of applying genetic operators, etc.)

Davis [7] states that in all of Holland’s work, and in the work of many of his students, chromosomes are bit strings - lists of 0’s and 1’s. These bit strings have been shown to be capable of usefully encoding a wide variety of information, and they have been shown to be affective representation mechanisms in unexpected domains (function optimization, for example). While bit strings seems to be the most popular and widely used method of chromosomal representation of solutions to a problem, there have been other representations with industrial applications of genetic algorithms. Examples of these other representations include ordered lists (for bin packing), embedded lists (for factory scheduling problems), variable-element lists (for semiconductor layout), and the representations used by Grefenstette [4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20]. These alternative representations are coupled with genetic operators that are not those traditionally utilized with bit strings as proposed by Holland.

1.3.1 Representation

This thesis uses one of these alternative representations instead of bit strings, namely the representations studied by the above mentioned Grefenstette and Alan C. Schultz [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. Even though the representations may be alternative, the previously
mentioned five components that a genetic algorithm must have in order to solve a problem still pertains. The representation is used to identify each chromosome or member of the population of solutions to the task or problem. Each chromosome is composed of a variety of genes that determine the value of variables in the chromosome uniquely identifying it. The genes used in this thesis are in the form of distances (ranges) and angles. The genes then make up the chromosomes that are represented as a stimulus-response rule written in a Boolean algebraic form. The stimulus-response rules are in the form of an antecedent, a condition or stimulus, which is a sensor reading falling into a prescribed region or domain that triggers a consequence, an action or response. All stimulus-response rules (chromosomes) with their associated genes take the form of:

if \( \# \leq R_u < \# \) and \( \# \leq R_o < \# \) and \( \# \leq \beta < \# \) then \( \theta = \# \) \hspace{1cm} (1)

where,

\[ R_u = \text{range to upper boundary} \] \hspace{1cm} (2)

\[ R_o = \text{range to obstacle} \] \hspace{1cm} (3)

\[ \beta = \text{bearing angle} \] \hspace{1cm} (4)

\[ \theta = \text{heading angle} \] \hspace{1cm} (5)

\[ \# = \text{either a distance or angle value where appropriate} \] \hspace{1cm} (6)

The meaning of the genes and chromosomes are described completely in Chapter 3.

1.3.2 Initialization
In order to satisfy Davis’s [7] second component of a genetic algorithm, that of a way to create an initial population of solutions to the task or problem, a starting point is needed. If there is no information available on possible solutions then one way to initialize a population is by purely creating it randomly. Another initialization method is known as seeding. Seeding is generating a population through already known solutions. Additionally, a third method, that is somewhat a subset of seeding is that of applying known heuristics to some of the population then randomly forming the rest. This third method could also include what is thought of as an educated guess. An educated guess is not necessarily applying already known solutions nor is it a random act. The initialization process used in this thesis is that of the third method. Initialization takes place by using an educated guess to form some parts of the original population while the genetic operations will form the rest. Section 2.6 discusses over and under constrained initial conditions that directly applies to initialization and Appendix B is a table depicting the initial stimulus-response rules utilized in this thesis.

1.3.3 Evaluation Function

The third component of a genetic algorithm is that of evaluation. Once an initial population has been formed, there needs to be a means to determine its “fitness”. This also is true for each subsequent generation of the population. The evaluation is comprised of the objective function coupled with its constraints (Chapter 3). The objective function in this thesis is for the autonomous mobile robot model to successfully navigate the course.
model while maintaining boundaries, avoiding collision with obstacles, and other constraints set forth. The simulation provides the means for determining the degree of success in achieving the objective function which then the fitness is determined.

1.3.4 Derivation of Episode Strength

The episode strength, which can be also thought of as the payoff, is defined as an estimate of strength or the amount of utility the “active” stimulus-response rules (rules that were used in the sequence) have contributed to the particular episode tested. Every stimulus-response rule begins with an initial strength that is then updated at the end of each episode that increases the simulation performance for every rule that has been used or “fired.” The payoff for each rule(s) utilized in an episode will be equal no matter how many times a rule(s) has fired. This can be thought of as an unbiased profit sharing model in which all rules that fire share equally in the payoff.

The primary goal of the robot is to successfully navigate the length of the course or pathway without coming into contact with the obstacles. The pathway is set up in a manner such that the degree of success can be measured by the aggregate distance traveled along the x-axis. Because of the structure in which the strength updating takes place, the episode strength is desired to take the form of a number with a value between zero and one (except in special cases to be described later). Since the pathway is defined to be 100 unit lengths along the x-axis, the shortest possible distance traveled by the robot will also be 100 unit lengths. This may not be achievable because of the contour of the
pathway and the need to avoid obstacles but it does provide a defined minimum length that cannot be breached. The episode strength can then be defined as:

\[ S_e = \text{episode strength} \quad (7) \]
\[ x_{\text{max}} = \text{maximum distance on the x-axis the robot traveled} \quad (8) \]
\[ S_e = \frac{x_{\text{max}}}{100} \quad (9) \]

There is a special case in which the value of the episode strength may be larger than then value of one. This situation occurs if the robot does successfully navigate the entire length of the course in which a secondary goal applies in which more utility is provided by a more efficient route taken. In other words, if more than one successful run is made, the run that took the fewest steps to achieve the goal is obviously more desirable than one that took more. Therefore, if a successful run is completed the strength will be given by:

\[ S_e = \left( \frac{100}{100} \right) + \frac{100}{N} \quad (10) \]
\[ S_e = 1 + \frac{100}{N} \quad (11) \]

where
\[ N = \text{number of movements performed by the robot} \quad (12) \]

1.3.5 Derivation of Stimulus-Response Rule Strength Update
Once a simulation run or episode is completed with an increase in performance and the episode strengths have been assigned, the stimulus-response rules are then updated by the following manner:

\[ S_p = \text{present strength} \quad (13) \]
\[ S_e = \text{episode strength} \quad (14) \]
\[ S_u = \text{updated strength} \quad (15) \]
\[ \lambda = \text{sensitivity factor} \quad (16) \]
\[ \Delta = \text{strength difference between episode and present strength} \quad (17) \]

By subtracting the present strength from the episode strength the difference between the two is found.

\[ \Delta = S_e - S_p \quad (18) \]

The difference \( \Delta \) will eventually be taken into account in the strength updating algorithm but before it is used it will be multiplied by a sensitivity factor \( \lambda \).

\[ \lambda \Delta = \text{sensitivity multiplied by the difference in strengths} \quad (19) \]

The sensitivity factor \( \lambda \) has a value between 0 and 1. This will be explained later. By adding the difference in strengths multiplied by the sensitivity factor to the present strength an altered present strength that will increase incrementally directly correlated to the sensitivity factor.
\[ S_p + \lambda \Delta = \text{altered present strength} \quad (20) \]

Then by adding the present strength to the altered present strength and dividing by two the mean is found which is then adopted as the updated strength.

\[ S_u = \frac{S_p + (S_p + \lambda \Delta)}{2} \quad (21) \]

Which can also be seen as:

\[ S_u = \frac{S_p + (S_p + \lambda (S_e - S_p))}{2} \quad (22) \]

Note: The sensitivity factor \( \lambda \) is utilized in a manner such that the strength update will only be modified in small increments so that the stimulus-response rule strengths will not be overly affected by a single episode performance.

It can be seen that if the value of \( \lambda \) is equal to 1 then the update strength will just be the mean of the present strength and the present strength plus the strength difference.

If \( \lambda = 1 \) then \( S_u = \frac{(S_p + S_p + (S_e - S_p))}{2} \) \quad (23)

It also can be seen that if the value of \( \lambda \) is equal to 0 then the updated strength will never change and be equal to the present strength.

If \( \lambda = 0 \) then \( S_u = \frac{2 S_p}{2} \) or \( S_p \) \quad (24)

1.3.6 Genetic Operators
The fourth component of genetic algorithms are genetic operators. Genetic operators are functions that alter chromosomes or members of the population by transforming a gene or genes of those members they are applied to thus creating an “offspring”. Offspring therefore have some of the same genes as their parent and some may differ greatly. It is important to note that a genetic operator may have the capability of cloning a parent therefore creating an offspring identical to the parent.

The genetic operators applied in this thesis will be those of crossover, single gene mutation, all gene mutation, creep, and delete. Crossover is a genetic operation which creates an offspring by combining segments (genes) from one parent member (chromosome) with segments of another parent. When combining segments of two parents to create a new offspring, it should be obvious that these segments should come from higher performing chromosomes. These new combinations from existing high performing genes may help improve the solution population. It should be noted, since the crossover operation creates an offspring by recombining genes that are already present in the population, crossover is limited in the exploration of the solution population to areas that already exist. This also limits the search to a finite number of possible solutions. The genetic operators of mutation and creep overcome this limitation.

Davis [7] states that the ability of a genetic algorithm to maintain a search depends on the continued ability of the crossover operator to perform effectively. What happens in practice is that if left unchecked, with only the best parents being crossed over, the population becomes more similar with the crossover operation becoming a replication operation rather than an operation that creates new and varied offspring through recombination. Diversity through crossover would then be minimized or lost.
The manner in which crossover is utilized in this thesis is to randomly recombine gene pair of the stimulus-response rule with the highest strength value with a gene pair of the stimulus-response rule randomly chosen from the top 25% of the highest strength values. The value of 25% is purely subjective. This limits the ability of lower performing genes to be considered for recombination while still encouraging variety. Since the stimulus-response rules are written in the form as seen in Equation 1, an example of crossover may take the form of:

A parent represented as,

\[
\text{if } A \leq R_u < B \text{ and } C \leq R_o < D \text{ and } E \leq \beta < F \text{ then } \theta = M
\]  

(25)

and another parent represented as,

\[
\text{if } G \leq R_u < H \text{ and } I \leq R_o < J \text{ and } K \leq \beta < L \text{ then } \theta = N
\]  

(26)

a possible offspring may be

\[
\text{if } A \leq R_u < B \text{ and } C \leq R_o < D \text{ and } K \leq \beta < L \text{ then } \theta = M
\]  

(27)

or

\[
\text{if } A \leq R_u < B \text{ and } C \leq R_o < D \text{ and } E \leq \beta < F \text{ then } \theta = N
\]  

(28)

By definition, used in this thesis, crossover will randomly recombine only gene pairs of the antecedent or the single gene of the consequence such as:

in the case of the antecedent

\[
A \leq R_u < B
\]  

(29)

or
\[ E \leq \beta < F \]  

in the case of the consequence

\[ M \text{ or } N \]  

Single gene mutation creates new stimulus-response rules by generating random changes in a gene of an existing stimulus-response rule. These random changes then provide for the introduction of new genes or members into the population. Single gene mutation can alter any parameter or gene in the stimulus-response rule set, whether condition or action to any legal value for that attribute. Single gene mutate is randomly applied to any rule in the solution population except for a null rule. Examples of single gene mutation may take the form of:

In the case of the antecedent, a sensor reading may fall into a range \((R_u)\) of 50 units to 100 units that is then randomly mutated to a range of 50 units to 75 units as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if } 50 \leq R_u < 100 \text{ and } C \leq R_o < D \text{ and } E \leq \beta < F \\
to \\
\text{if } 50 \leq R_u < 75 \text{ and } C \leq R_o < D \text{ and } E \leq \beta < F
\end{align*}
\]  

(32)  

(33)

Or in the case of the consequence a turning action may be initially \(\theta = 60^\circ\) which is then mutated to \(-45^\circ\) as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\theta = 60^\circ \\
to \\
\theta = -45^\circ
\end{align*}
\]  

(34)  

(35)

As long as these are legal values for the specified attributes.
Creep is very similar to mutation, in fact, it comprises a subset of mutation. Where mutation can replace any stimulus-response rule value with any legal value for that attribute, creep is limited or restricted in the sense that only small changes of legal values are made. This creates a more localized change or acts as “fine tuning”. Examples of creep may take the form of:

In the case of the antecedent from

\[
\text{if } 50 \leq R_u < 100 \text{ and } C \leq R_o < D \text{ and } E \leq \beta < F \quad (36)
\]

to

\[
\text{if } 50 \leq R_u < 95 \text{ and } C \leq R_o < D \text{ and } E \leq \beta < F \quad (37)
\]

Or in the case of the consequence from

\[\theta = 30^\circ\] \quad (38)

to

\[\theta = 32^\circ\] \quad (39)

The concept of “stall” needs to be addressed. Stall is the condition where no further improvement of the performance by the existing solution population can be achieved even though an optimum solution may not have been attained. This may be due to the loss of diversity as previously mentioned by Davis [7]. With this in mind, the solution population may be reaching a local optimum. Because the stimulus-response rules are written in the form as seen by Equation 1, consisting of three antecedent parameter pair and one single consequence parameter, their genetic operations interaction may lead to stall. Every gene in the stimulus-response rule does have opportunity to single gene mutate into any other
possible legal value for that particular parameter. A problem arises because the parameters are independent of each other, as far as their function is concerned; they are dependent upon each other to enter into the solution population. Their acceptance criteria is based upon how well the entire rule, not the individual genes, perform with the existing solution population.

With the method utilized in this study, genetic operators are used to create new rules (offspring) that after being tested through simulation are constantly modifying rules. The offspring will bear a resemblance to its parents, which if they are accepted into the solution population will then also be considered parents. In breeding or line breeding may then become a problem. With the rule’s parameters being dependent upon each other to enter the solution population, genetic variation may then be limited or restricted. Just as in the animal kingdom, the passing down and recombination of “good” genes is dependent upon the quality and variation of those genes. If in breeding takes place for too long a period, a population may then become vulnerable to simple diseases, birth defects, and lowered survivability. In order to keep the population healthy; the introduction of “new blood” is necessary to provide for genetic variation.

An all gene mutation will provide the new blood for this study. All gene mutation will be defined as creating a new offspring, which will eventually become a potential parent if it enters the solution population, where each gene is created randomly through its single gene mutation operation. In the case of the gene pairs, there will be two new genes created. One gene value will be larger than the other unless the extremely rare case of equal values is created. Because the gene pairs are ordered by values, the larger value created will take the place of the larger valued gene and the same is obviously true for the
smaller valued gene. All gene mutation is randomly applied to any rule in the solution population. The new offspring will then be tested to see if it will enter the solution population. This will alleviate the problem of in breeding and provide genetic variation, which in turn, leads to a more robust and adaptive solution population.

Delete is mostly self explanatory. It is where a stimulus-response rule or chromosome leaves the population. This thesis uses delete in the following manner. Once a rule enters the set of a stimulus-response rule base or population, it will remain there until it is deemed by evaluation that it is providing the least amount of utility to the entire population. Once this point is reached, it will be scheduled for genetic operations to act with a new chromosome being created to take its place which then leads to it being deleted from the population. Delete will be triggered by the strength value associated with the specific rule which is also defined as the amount of utility provided by the rule to the population. It is important to note that when a chromosome is deleted from the population that information that it contained is now lost. There is, however, a possibility that the information lost may be regained by the other genetic operators creating a new offspring that may be the same as the deleted chromosome. Therefore, information that is deleted does have the possibility to reenter the solution population.

1.3.7 Parameter Values

The fifth and final component of a genetic algorithm is that of values for the parameters that the genetic algorithm uses. While effective values of the parameters used in the running of genetic algorithms have been studied intensively for bit string representations,
they have been less intensively studied for other representations [7]. One parameter value is that of population size or the number of chromosomes in the solution population. It goes without saying, the larger the population size the larger the computational time is needed to evaluate the population. This thesis uses a completely subjective population size of 25.

Another parameter is that of mutation rate. In this thesis, a single gene mutation operation will take place after five consecutive crossover operations. This leads to a mutation rate of approximately 25%. There is an exception to this rate which occurs when the mutated rule increases the success of the objective function. The mutated chromosome then undergoes the creep operation and then is tested and evaluated in the simulation again. This is to provide for the possibility of fine tuning or local hill climbing as described previously by creep. Also, the all gene mutation function will be triggered when there is no increase in performance in 25 consecutive genetic operations.

Summarizing Davis’ [7] five components of a genetic algorithm as utilized in this thesis, the genetic algorithms are represented as Boolean algebraic expressions (chromosomes) that are comprised of various numerical values of distances and angles (genes). The initial population is created by known heuristics, educated guesses, and genetic operations producing the rest. The chromosomes are evaluated and ranked for their fitness in the population which then leads to genetic operations being performed on the population. This leads to diversified and possibly new information entering the population providing alternative solutions in which to search for an improved solution population. The genetic operations are governed by parameters set forth by strategy in
designing the simulation and operations. The actual genetic algorithm utilized in this thesis can be seen in Figure 6 (Section 3.4).

1.4 Approach

The simulation consists of both a numerical and graphical representation of an autonomous mobile robot, its motion/position, pathway to be navigated by the robot, and obstacles in that pathway to be avoided with each element maintaining its own physical constraints. The graphical representation is to provide aide in visualization. The autonomous mobile robot’s behaviors, i.e. motion and direction are portrayed as a series of stimulus-response rules which govern its decision making process. The robot’s sensors provide the stimulus in which triggers a response of the robot’s locomotion and navigation systems. In this case, the sensors will not be simulated but the sensors’ output that is then applied as the input for the stimulus-response rule base will be simulated. Artificial randomly generated “noise” will be introduced to these sensor outputs as to provide a more realistic model that will be discussed later (Section 2.5).

The goal of the robot simulation is to successfully navigate the prescribed pathway while staying within the pathway guidelines and avoiding collision with the obstacles in that pathway. The approach being used is that of initially testing the performance of the autonomous mobile robot through the use of a simulation. The advantages of using a simulation versus manual testing should be quite evident. The time needed for a simulated run is vastly reduced versus the actual operation of a vehicle. This becomes even more pronounced when looking at the possibility of tens of thousands or even millions of
iterations of the process which a computer can handle readily. Also, wear and tear on a vehicle is reduced and of course the damage to a vehicle due to inappropriate stimulus-response rules or mistakes is greatly reduced.

The initial simulation testing ceases, as will be the case in all future cases, when either the robot traverses a pathway guideline, travels retrogressively (in a negative direction on the x-axis, see Sections 3.1 and 3.1.2), collides with an obstacle, or successfully finishes the prescribed course. This will constitute a single episode. The performance is then recorded and evaluated with a payoff then assigned to each of the stimulus-response rule(s) that were utilized. Payoff will be defined as an estimate of strength or the amount of utility the “active” stimulus-response rules, rules that were used in the sequence, have contributed to the particular episode tested. Every stimulus-response rule begins with an initial strength that is then updated at the end of each episode for every rule that has been employed or “fired.” The payoff for each rule(s) utilized in an episode will be equal in value no matter how many times a rule(s) has fired. This is as an unbiased profit sharing model in which all rules that fire share equally in the payoff. In example, a rule that fired only once will be assigned the same payoff as a rule that may have fired hundreds of times. The rationale behind this thinking can be thought of similarly to a chain is only as strong as its weakest link, whereas the stimulus-response rule base is a set of rules dependent upon each other to achieve a single goal. A rule may only be used very infrequently but may be the only rule that is pertinent to the situation which, if not used, will cause the entire sequence of events to fail. This rule interdependence is therefore a tactical plan which improves and possibly maximizes the robot’s performance [4].
Once the stimulus-response rule(s) have had their strengths updated they will then be sorted by ascending strength values. By doing so, the manner in which the stimulus-response rules vie for stimulus (the bidding process) is then greatly reduced to simply associating the first stimulus-response rule whose antecedent corresponds with the set of parameters given by the stimulus. Since the stimulus-response rules are in an ascending order of strengths, once a rule is associated with the given stimulus it is not necessarily its final rule. If there is another rule with a higher strength value that also fits the stimulus, it will overshadow the first. This process is iterated throughout the ordered stimulus-response rule population which then leads to the rule with the highest strength value that conforms to the stimulus is applied to the simulation. If there is no rule that conforms to the stimulus then a default rule of the heading = 0 is applied. There is no need for any complicated bidding process or conflict resolution as the ascending sorting of strengths leads to a LIFO (last in first out) queuing operation when the stimulus-rules match the environmental input.

The application of the simple genetic algorithmic manipulation is applied in this logic:

1. Initialize the solution population.
2. Simulate the task.
3. Evaluate and record the results.
4. Did the simulation achieve the objective function? If yes then stop, if no continue.
5. Assign and update strengths to the stimulus-response rule(s) that participated. If any of the offspring rules were temporary and they achieved a higher strength value than the rule with the lowest value then permanently replace them. If they did not, replace the original rule with the lowest strength value.

7. If there has been 25 consecutive genetic operations with no increase in strength then all genes mutate.

8. Did mutation or creep operations cause an increase in strength? If yes go to line # 11 (creep), if no continue.

9. Has the crossover operation been utilized the last four consecutive operations? If yes go to line # 13 (crossover), if no continue.

10. Randomly mutate any parameter of the stimulus-response rule with the highest strength value to create a new offspring that will temporarily replace (delete) the rule with the lowest strength value.

11. Return to line #2 (simulation).

12. Creep the highest strength rule to create new offspring and temporarily replace the rule with the lowest strength value. If the creep operation caused increased strength values, creep the same parameter again of the same rule. This is the same as local hill climbing.

13. Return to line #2 (simulation).

14. Crossover the rules with the highest and fifth highest strength value to create new offspring and temporarily replace the rule with the lowest strength value.

15. Return to line #2 (simulation).

A block diagram of the logic for the simple genetic algorithm used in this thesis can be seen in Figure 2.
Figure 2. A block diagram of the logic for the strategic genetic algorithm used in this thesis.
Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

There have been many research investigations in the field of robotics of how genetic algorithms can be used to learn and improve complex behaviors. This thesis focuses on behaviors that are controlled by stimulus-response rule bases. These can be characterized as a dynamic system whose decision making agents interact with either a discrete time based system, position based system, or a combination of the two. In a 1990 Navy Center for Applied Research in Artificial Intelligence (NCARAI) report authored by Grefenstette, Ramsey, and Schultz [4] a sequential decision task is described as system in a specific state at the beginning of each time step whose agents observe the current state and selects one of a finite set of actions based upon decision (stimulus-response) rules. As a result, the system then enters a new state and the process then repeats.

This process was extended to a series of NCARAI reports and research by Alan C. Schultz, John J. Grefenstette [13,17, 19] and others in which an autonomous robot named RoboShepherd was to learn various complex behaviors through the use of genetic algorithms. Their research with RoboShepherd dealt mainly with pathway navigation and obstacle detection that then lead to a series of complex behaviors of the robot. These papers were the main stimulus of this thesis. This research then ushered in the development of the SAMUEL Learning System, a machine learning program that uses genetic algorithms and other competition-based heuristics to solve sequential decision
problems [20]. Although this system was not used in this thesis, it did provide quite a bit of useful background and insight which did influence this thesis.

There are also numerous other NCARAI reports [6, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20] with related subjects using the SAMUEL Learning System that have also been of great interest. A few of the topics reviewed are: genetic algorithms and function optimization, how “noise” affects simulation-assisted learning, and learning sequential decision rules using simulation models and competition. These are just a few of topics examined in this thesis.

2.2 Learning Sequential Decision Rules Using Simulation Models

In a 1990 paper with the above title written by Grefenstette, Ramsey, and Schultz [4] deals with learning tactical decision rules from a simple flight simulator. Their study focuses what is called the evasive maneuvers problem. The problem, simply stated, is that of determining the best course of action for a plane to avoid being hit by an approaching missile. The missile tracks the position of the plane and steers toward its anticipated position for interception. It is the goal of the plane to maneuver in such a manner, using information about the missile from its sensors, to avoid interception. The planes maneuver’s are governed by a set of stimulus-response rules in which the planes sensors provide the stimulus in which triggers the response. They describe the sequential decision tasks by the following. A decision making agent interacts with a discrete-time dynamical system in an iterative fashion. At the beginning of each time step, the system is in some state. The agent observes a representation of the current state and selects one of a finite
set of actions, based on the agent’s decision rules. As a result, the dynamical system enters a new state and returns a (perhaps null) payoff. This cycle repeats indefinitely. The objective is to find a set of decision rules that maximizes the expected payoff.

This report utilizes the application of genetic algorithms at a level of a tactical plan. This is to state the stimulus-response rules applied were thought of as an entire set or plan comprised of the utilized rules, as opposed to each rule acting alone. This approach was determined to be best suited for reactive planning compared to projective planning. Therefore, it is very well suited for a constantly changing environment.

This report also touches on the fact that a dynamic system has quite a large state space, in fact, infinite. This is reduced and controlled by the granularity, discreteness, of both the input and output of the sensors that still may provide for millions of individual stimulus-response states. To be useful, the stimulus-response rules learned by the system must therefore have a reasonable amount of generality.

Also briefly touched on in this report is the thought of delayed payoff. This is where the payoff, or the amount of utility provided by the stimulus-response rules, is not determined until the end of an episode. This obviously fits very well with the tactical plan described earlier. It is stated that if payoff was immediately assigned after each decision then other methods for learning could be applied. However, for complex problems a reliable critic and or method of evaluation would probably approximate the manual knowledge engineering effort required to create an optimal set of stimulus-response rules. This requires quite a bit of human analytical effort that is not the intention of the study.

And finally the concept of noise is briefly introduced. They basically state the obvious that sensors are realistically going to have some type of “noise” associated with them in
which may provide incorrect or imprecise information concerning the current state of the system. This obviously complicates the learning task. The concept of noise and how to deal with it is also researched on another paper by the same authors titled *Simulation-assisted Learning by Competition: Effects of Noise Differences Between Training Model and Target Environment* [15], which is addressed in section 2.5.

### 2.3 RoboShepherd

A series of studies previously mentioned have been performed by Alan C. Schultz, John J. Grefenstette, and others using a Nomad 200 autonomous robot to learn complex behavior patterns. The task performed is that of shepherding where one robot, RoboShepherd, tries to guide another robot, the sheep, into a specific target without coming into contact with it. In these studies, a complex behavior is controlled by a set of stimulus-response rules that governs RoboShepherd’s actions. The sheep reacts to the shepherd by moving away from it. Otherwise its movement is random. Both robots use an array of 16 sonar sensors, tactile sensors, and a structured light range finder to provide input for the stimulus. Both robots are controlled by a set of stimulus-response rules but only the shepherd’s rules are learned.

In a 1996 paper by Alan C. Schultz, John J. Grefenstette, and William Adams [32] titled *RoboShepherd: Learning a Complex Behavior* the authors report on how using the SAMUEL Learning System in conjunction with simulation, the RoboShepherd was able to successfully maneuver the sheep into the pasture 86% of the time. The set of stimulus-response rules that provided this success rate was provided by the 250\textsuperscript{th} generation of the
SAMUEL Learning System coupled with the simulation. This set of stimulus-response rules was then applied to the actual robots for testing. The actual robots succeeded 67% of the time. The lower success rate could be explained by the shepherd losing track of the sheep and communication failures. Neither of these conditions were possible in the simulation. If these instances were removed the success rate was observed to be 73%.

The RoboShepherd task and how it was attacked using the SAMUEL Learning System in conjunction with simulation provided the impetus for this thesis. The shepherd utilized sensors to locate objects, the sheep, maintain pathway guidelines, and locate a target, the pasture, coupled with stimulus-response rules in order to achieve its objective of guiding the sheep to its pasture. Likewise the goals of the autonomous robot in this thesis are to successfully maintain pathway guidelines and locate obstacles in that pathway. In somewhat the complement of finding the sheep and guiding it to the pasture, the autonomous robot in this thesis wants to locate obstacles and stay away or guide themselves around them. Similar logic would still apply.

2.4 The SAMUEL Learning System

The SAMUEL Learning System is a machine learning program that uses genetic algorithms and competition-based heuristics to solve sequential decision problems. The system actively explores the space of alternative decision policies in simulation, and modifies its candidate policies based on this experience [20]. SAMUEL stands for Strategy Acquisition Method Using Evolutionary Learning. This software was explored to be utilized in this thesis. Although SAMUEL has the capability to provide precisely
what is needed to fulfill the objectives of the autonomous robot utilized in this thesis, it was found to be far too complicated to meet the thesis objective of using simple genetic algorithmic manipulation and therefore not used. SAMUEL did, however, provide a solid logic base from which to work. SAMUEL is designed for sequential decision tasks in which the feedback or payoff occurs at the end of an episode that may consist of several stimulus-response rules being applied. Therefore, general rules for genetic algorithmic manipulation used in this thesis could be drawn using a loose fitting model of SAMUEL.

2.5 Noise

The concept of noise needs to be addressed. Noise, in this case, can be defined as the spurious data that is associated with an imperfect world. This can come from imperfections in the environment and/or imperfections in the hardware or sensing devices themselves. In a 1990 study by Connie Loggia Ramsey, Alan C. Schultz and John J. Grefenstette [15] titled *Simulation-assisted Learning by Competition: Effects of Noise Differences Between Training Model and Target Environment*, it was shown that the effect of learning tactical plans without noise then testing the plans in a noisy environment, and learning tactical plans with noise added then testing the plans in a noisy environment, it was empirically shown that using tactical plans with noise added, which more closely matches the target environment, provides best results. It follows that the closer the match between simulation and the target environment the more accurate the results. With the absence of a perfect match, it is better to have a less regular (noisy) training environment for the simulation than a more regular (less noisy) training environment.
2.6 Over and Under Constrained Initial Conditions

A learning system should be able to use to its advantage knowledge that is available. With this in mind, is it possible to over and/or under constrain the initial parameters (initial stimulus-response rules). In a 1992 paper written by John Grefenstette [12] titled *Learning Decision Strategies with Genetic Algorithms* demonstrated through experimentation that using genetic algorithms with a sequential decision learning task with little or no initial constraints have a very weak impact on the task. There is insufficient positive experiences on which to build. On the opposite side of the spectrum, if there are too many or too strict of initial constraints, this may limit the behavior beyond what is desired. What was determined was that a hybrid approach was best. This approach furnishes the sequential decision learning task with enough initial constraints (stimulus-response rules) to function at a minimal level of competence. The system then refines these initial constraints to improve on their performance.
Chapter 3

METHODOLOGY

3.1 Simulation Model

The simulation model in this study will be based upon a two dimensional graphical and numerical right hand Cartesian coordinate system performed with Matlab® software. All the simulation attributes and parameters, including constraints are defined by simple geometric shapes and functions. The reason for the simplicity of these components was to avoid any complicated kinematics that would greatly increase the complexity of the simulation. As stated in the introduction, the goal of this thesis is to show that the application of the theory introduced will aide in an improved set of stimulus-response rules governing the actions or behavior of an autonomous robot, not to provide an all encompassing precise detailed simulation of the robot and its environment. Also the robot is assumed to move at a constant speed and therefore any movement will be treated as movement in a specified heading, \( \theta \), for a unit distance.

3.1.1 Autonomous Robot Model

The robot model (Figure 3.) used in the simulation is represented as a circle whose center is located at \( (h, k) \) and whose radius, \( r \), can be defined as:

\[
r^2 = (x - h)^2 + (y - k)^2
\]

or

\[
r^2 = x^2 + y^2 - 2hx - 2ky + h^2 + k^2
\]
\[ r = \pm \sqrt{(x - h)^2 + (y - k)^2} \]  

(41)

This also can be shown in the form of:

\[ y = \pm \sqrt{r^2 - (x - h)^2} + k \]  

(42)

\( r \) will be defined as:

\[ r = 1 \]  

(43)

Therefore:

\[ y = \pm \sqrt{1 - (x - h)^2} + k \]  

(44)

The motion of the robot will simply be that of the center point of the circle represented as a single point moving with a uniform acceleration along a straight line at a heading of \( \theta \) for a unit distance on a Cartesian coordinate system. With this in mind the location of the center point of the robot after each unit move can be determined as:

\[ x = \cos \theta \]  

(45)

and

\[ y = \sin \theta \]  

(46)
3.1.2 Pathway Model

As stated previously, since the robot is assumed to move with a constant speed at unit increments, the length of the course or pathway is set in unit lengths. The pathway will be considered 100 units in length and be bounded by two parallel polynomial functions (Equations 47 and 48). Polynomial functions were utilized as pathway model boundaries as to provide a continuous boundary that can be mathematically and graphically defined and evaluated at any point along the pathway. Although the polynomial functions look complex, they are simply the product of polynomial regression to subjective data points modeling the desired pathway.

The upper bound is defined by the function,

\[
y = 1.365552747075397 \times 10^{-8} x^6 - 3.854053894435499 \times 10^{-6} x^5 + 3.984636770991189 \times 10^{-4} x^4 - 1.834868905217691 \times 10^{-2} x^3 + 3.588291378474007 \times 10^{-1} x^2 - 1.965681703914941 x + 2.519654741393028 \times 10^1
\]

(47)

and the lower bound is defined by the horizontal line,
y = 1.365552747075397e-008 x^6 - 3.854053894435499e-006 x^5 +
3.984636770991189e-004 x^4 - 1.834868905217691e-002 x^3 +
3.588291378474007e-001 x^2 - 1.965681703914941e+000 x +
1.019654741393028e+001 \hspace{1cm} (48)

The pathway model can be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Simulation pathway and obstacle model.
3.1.3 Obstacle Model

The obstacles are modeled as circles with a radius of one unit similar to the robot model (see Equations 40 through 44). These circles are not dynamic in any way and therefore once defined they are immovable. There are four obstacles positioned on the course in such a manner so as to force the robot model to maneuver around them as it traverses the pathway. The centers of these obstacles are located at the following coordinates:

\[(15,21)\]
\[(35,22.5)\]
\[(60,32)\]
\[(95,10)\]

A graphical representation of the entire model is shown in Appendix A.

3.2 Mechanics

For the simulation, only the range from the upper bound, ascertained at a 90° angle, or perpendicular from the x-axis, is determined and/or needed since the course upper and lower boundaries are symmetric and parallel. If the range from the lower bound is established by subtracting the range from the upper bound from the width of the pathway. All ranges and angles are determined from the center points of the robot and obstacles. All angles, robot heading and bearing to obstacles, are measured from the x-axis.
intersecting the center point of the position of the robot model. These can be seen in Figure 5.

\[ \text{range to upper bound} = y_{\text{upper bound}} - y_{\text{robot}} \] (49)

The range to the upper bound at the x-axis position of the robot model center from the y-axis value of the robot model center.

The range from the robot to the obstacles is found by taking the square root of the difference between x-axis center point positions squared then added to the difference between the y-axis center points squared (Equation 50).

\[ \text{range to obstacle} = \sqrt{(x_{\text{robot}} - x_{\text{obstacle}})^2 + (y_{\text{robot}} - y_{\text{obstacle}})^2} \] (50)
The cosine of the bearing to an obstacle, $\beta$, is determined subtracting the y-axis value of the center point of the obstacle from the y-axis value of the robot then dividing by the range to the obstacle (Equations 51 and 52).

$$\sin \beta = \frac{(y_{\text{obstacle}} - y_{\text{robot}})}{\text{range to obstacle}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (51)

or

$$\beta = \arcsin\left(\frac{(y_{\text{obstacle}} - y_{\text{robot}})}{\text{range to obstacle}}\right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (52)

It is important to note that the obstacle bearing angle ($\beta$) is found by subtracting the previous, or initial, robot heading angle ($\theta_i$) from the angle the obstacle makes with the robot's position parallel to the x-axis ($\theta_o$), as can be seen in Equation 53 and Figure 5.

The initial robot heading and obstacle bearing angle is based off a line parallel with the x-axis going through the center of the robot’s initial position. After the initial movement, the robot heading and obstacle bearing angle is based off the robots previous heading.

$$\beta = \theta_o - \theta_i$$ \hspace{1cm} (53)

The task of the robot is to successfully maneuver the length of the pathway without crossing an upper or lower bound while not coming into contact with an obstacle. The simulation initially starts with all positions defined (initial conditions and constraints) after which a response to a new position with a unit length is performed. Each subsequent response or action is then based upon the stimulus or conditions at that new position. This
is to say that the new x-axis position for the robot model is equal to the initial x-axis position added to the cosine of the heading angle. The new y-axis position for the robot is equal to the initial y-axis position added to the sine of the heading angle. Keep in mind that the distance moved in the heading direction is equal to one unit distance.

\[ x_{\text{new}} = x_{\text{initial}} + \cos \theta \]  

and

\[ y_{\text{new}} = y_{\text{initial}} + \sin \theta \]  

As each step is incremented, the new value then becomes the initial value for the following step.

3.3 Initial Conditions and Constraints

Other than the upper and lower pathway boundaries and obstacle positions, both which have been defined in sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 respectively, the initial position of the robot model needs to be defined. The robot model initially starts every episode with its center point located at (2,15). This is a position that is centered on the pathway and is located such that no part of its circumference (its radius defined as 1 unit length) is touching a point where \( x = 0 \). This should not make any difference in any of the equations, but to be on the safe side the possibility is eliminated. Also, as stated earlier, every movement accomplished by the robot model will have a unit length in the angle of the heading.

The heading is defined to be constrained between or equal to the values of \( \pm 90^\circ \) (\( \pm 1.5708 \) radians). This is to say that any value between -90° and +90° is valid.
The end of an episode has been defined as whenever the robot travels retrogressively, intersects with a pathway boundary, contacts an obstacle or successfully executes the course. For the robot to travel retrogressively, it simply has to have an x-axis value less than the previous x-axis value. This would mean that the robot traveled in a negative x-axis direction.

For the robot to end an episode by intersecting a pathway, all that is needed is that the difference between the upper boundary y-axis value at the center point of the robot and the y-axis center point value for the robot is less than or equal to one or the difference is greater than or equal to 9. Again, recall that the radius of the robot is defined as 1 unit length and the pathway width, perpendicular to the x-axis, has been defined as 15 unit lengths.

The situation when the robot comes in contact with an obstacle arises when the range of the obstacle is less than or equal to 2 unit lengths. Both the radius of the robot and the radii of the obstacles have been defined as being 1 unit length, therefore contact occurs when the range of the obstacle is less than or equal to 2 unit lengths. There is one slight flaw that occurs with this constraint. Whenever the center point of the robot has passed, the center point of the obstacle in a positive x-axis direction, the range is then negative and therefore less than 2 unit lengths. The robot can actually follow a heading that causes contact with an obstacle after the center points have passed. Therefore the determination of obstacle contact is established by calculating the absolute value of the obstacle range and setting that less than or equal to 2 unit lengths.

All the stimulus-response rules are written using Boolean algebraic operators in the form of:
\[
\text{if } \# \leq R_u < \# \text{ and } \# \leq R_o < \# \text{ and } \# \leq \beta < \# \text{ then } \theta = \#
\]

(56)

where,

\[
R_u = \text{range to upper boundary} \quad (57)
\]
\[
R_o = \text{range to obstacle} \quad (58)
\]
\[
\beta = \text{bearing angle} \quad (59)
\]
\[
\theta = \text{heading angle} \quad (60)
\]

They too are constrained. Which means the genetic operators of mutate and creep are also constrained. As stated earlier, the upper boundary range has to fall in between a value of 1 and 14 unit lengths. Anything else would constitute the end of an episode. Therefore when mutating these range values, they too must fall between a value of 1 and 14. The same holds true for the creep operator which also has the stipulation, by definition for this simulation, that it not change any value more than \(\pm 5\%\) for any single operation. The obstacle range is constrained to values between 2 and 60 unit lengths. By definition of this simulation, any range further than 60 unit lengths is to be ignored and anything less than 2 unit lengths is either in contact with the obstacle or the robot has successfully maneuvered past the obstacle(s). The latter case takes into account a negative value for the range where the robot has passed the obstacle(s). Again, when mutating the ranges must fall between 2 and 60 unit lengths and the same holds true for the creep operator. The heading and bearing angles are defined to be \(\pm 90^\circ\) and \(\pm 180^\circ\) (3.1417 and 6.2832 radians) respectively, which also applies to their mutate operators and again the same applies to the creep operators. The initial conditions for the stimulus-response rules can be seen in Appendix B.
The initial strength values are determined by a “cold” execution of the simulation with
the initial stimulus-response rules in the order as seen in Appendix B. There episode
strengths are then determined. The rules are then sorted in an ascending order to provide
the initialized solution population for the rest of the simulation.

3.4 Simulation Strategy

The goal of the simulation is to improve the performance of the autonomous mobile
robot model by genetically altering its set of stimulus-response rules. The strategy
employed is to be constantly providing an improved set of stimulus-response rules (if not
constantly improving at least equal to) through the use of simulation and application of
genetic algorithms. The simulation is used to test and evaluate the changes that the
application of genetic algorithms create. The genetic algorithm used in this thesis which is
comprised of conditional statements can be seen in Figure 6.

Using a LIFO (last in first out) queuing system for the application of the stimulus-
response rules in combination with the evaluation method, episode strength assignment,
rule updating, and ascending sorting of the rules by strength values creates a strategic
plan. The strategic plan also considers the solution population as a whole. Not as
individuals. Therefore, the solution population is only as strong as its weakest link.

There are three separate occasions in the simulation and genetic operations phase in
which random numbers are generated. The first is introducing random noise into the
system, the second is a choosing function, and the third is the mutating and creep
functions. The choosing function is one where which specific rules and parameters are
randomly chosen for genetic operations. The third function randomly creates new values for the mutate and creep operations. In order to minimize any correlation between these random numbers each function has its own random number generator. The random number generators are uniform random number generators provided by Matlab\textsuperscript{©}, Excel, and Visual Basic respectively.
1. Initialize the population.

2. Run the simulation.

3. Evaluate the results of the simulation.

4. If the simulation achieved the objective function then output the solution.


6. If there has been 25 consecutive generations without improvement then all gene mutate, go to line #2.

7. If the temporary rule achieved a higher strength than the one it replaced then the replacement is permanent.

8. If the temporary rule did not achieve a higher strength than the one it replaced then the original rule is returned to the population.


10. If the operations of single gene mutate or creep caused the offspring to have a greater strength value than the rule it temporarily replaced then perform the creep subroutine.

11. If step 10 did not cause a higher strength value and if the crossover operation has not been the last 5 consecutive genetic operations then perform the crossover subroutine.

12. If step 10 did not cause the offspring to have a greater strength value and the crossover subroutine was not the last 5 consecutive genetic operations then perform the single gene mutate subroutine.

13. Return to simulation, line #2.

*Note: Steps 2 - 9 are omitted for the first genetic algorithm application due to initialization.

Figure 6. Genetic algorithm comprised of conditional statements used in this thesis.
3.4.1 Derivation and Pseudocode for Genetic Algorithm

The population first needs to be initialized. As stated in Sections 1.3 and 1.3.2, the initial solution population will be created using what is best described as an educated guess to seed part of the initial population. The genetic operations will fill in the rest. Once the initial population is formed, strength values need to be assigned to each individual rule. The way this is performed is by executing the simulation with these rules and then assigning all the rules a strength value. Sort and arrange the rules in a ascending order.

Now that the population is fully initialized and a simulation and evaluation has already taken place, the rule with the highest strength value and a randomly chosen rule in the top 25% of the strength values will be chosen for the crossover operation. This is accomplished by:

- Count the number of rules that are not null (rule count).
- integer (rule count * 0.25) = number of rules in the top 25%.
- 1 / number of rules in the top 25% - 1. This assigns each rule in the top 25% a zone where it can be chosen. One is subtracted as the rule with the highest strength is providing the crossover gene pair.
- Generate a random number between 0 and 1.
- The rule which coincides with the random number will be chosen

The crossover operation will be executed as follows:

- A random number will be generated between the values of 0 and 1 (inclusive).
• There are 4 possible parameters per rule (3 pair of antecedent genes and 1 consequence gene), as stated in Section 1.3.4, that may be recombined. By definition used in this thesis, the value of the random number generated will determine a single parameter of the first rule to take the place of the same parameter in the chosen rule.

* If $0 \leq$ the random number is $> 0.25$ then the first parameter is chosen.
* If $0.25 \leq$ the random number is $> 0.50$ then the second parameter is chosen.
* If $0.50 \leq$ the random number is $> 0.75$ then the third parameter is chosen.
* If $0.75 \leq$ the random number is $> 1.0$ then the fourth parameter is chosen.

The new offspring created will now temporarily be assigned the position of the highest strength rule and the 25th rule (the rule with the lowest strength value) is temporarily deleted. The simulation is then executed with the new offspring temporarily in place. The solution population is then evaluated to see if the objective function has been reached. The objective function may be either a successful completion of the task or the maximum number of generations may have been reached. If the objective function has not been reached, the rules then have their strengths assigned and updated. If the temporary rules have a higher strength value than the rule they replaced temporarily, the change then becomes permanent. If not, the original rule is replaced back into the population.

Now that the genetic algorithm has been set in motion it will continue various subroutines until the objective function has been reached. The determination of which subroutine that will be utilized is again triggered by conditional statements. If there has been 25 or more consecutive generations with no improvement of performance then all gene mutate. This will be discussed later. If the crossover operation has not consecutively triggered 5 times in the last 5 genetic operations then it will trigger again.
the crossover operation has triggered 5 consecutive times in the last 5 genetic operations and the creep operation was not the last operation then the mutate operation will take place. The mutation operation will be executed as follows:

- Any rule can be chosen for mutation by random number generation.
- Each rule is assigned an range of 0.04 from 0 to 1 from which to be chosen.
- Generate a random number.
- The random number will choose the rule to mutate.
- Another random number will be generated between the values of 0 and 1 (inclusive).

There are 7 possible parameters per rule (6 antecedent genes and 1 consequence gene), as stated in Section 1.3.6, that may be mutated. Once mutated it will temporarily take the position of the rule with the highest value and temporarily delete the rule with the lowest strength value. The determination of which gene to mutate is executed in the following manner.

- A random number is generated with a value between 0 and 1 (inclusive). The random value will then determine which gene to mutate.
  - If $0 \leq$ the random number $< 0.1429$ then mutate the first gene.
  - If $0.1429 \leq$ the random number $< 0.2857$ then mutate the second gene.
  - If $0.2857 \leq$ the random number $< 0.4286$ then mutate the third gene.
  - If $0.4286 \leq$ the random number $< 0.5714$ then mutate the fourth gene.
  - If $0.5714 \leq$ the random number $< 0.7143$ then mutate the fifth gene.
  - If $0.7143 \leq$ the random number $< 0.8571$ then mutate the sixth gene.
  - If $0.8571 \leq$ the random number $< 1.000$ then mutate the seventh gene.
Once the determination of which gene is chosen, the actual mutation is performed in the following manner:

- Mutate the first gene. The first gene is the lower value of the upper bound range. It can have a value between one and nine as long as its value is less than the higher upper bound range.
- Generate a random number.
- The mutated first gene = ( random number * 13 ) + 1
- If the mutated first gene = 1 or if mutated first value = 14 then mutate again.
- If mutated first gene ≥ second gene mutate again.
- Mutate the second gene. The second gene is the higher value of the upper bound range. It can have a value between 1 and 14 as long as its value is greater than the lower upper bound range.
- Generate a random number.
- The mutated second gene = ( random number * 13 ) + 1.
- If mutated second gene = 1 or if mutated second gene = 14 then mutate again
- If mutated second gene ≤ first gene mutate again.
- Mutate the third gene. The third gene is the lower value of the obstacle range. It can have a value between 2 and 60 as long as its value is less than the higher obstacle range.
- Generate a random number.
- The mutated third gene = ( random number * 58 ) + 2.
- If mutated third gene = 2 or if mutated third gene = 60 then mutate again.
• If mutated third gene ≥ fourth gene mutate again.

• Mutate the fourth gene. The fourth gene is the higher value of the obstacle range. It can have a value between 2 and 60 as long as its value is greater than the lower obstacle range.

• Generate a random number.

• The mutated fourth gene = ( random number * 58 ) + 2.

• If the mutated fourth gene = 2 or if mutated fourth gene = 60 then mutate again.

• If the mutated fourth gene ≤ third gene mutate again.

• Mutate the fifth gene. The fifth gene is the lower value of the obstacle bearing. It can have a value between +180° (3.1416 radians) and -180° (-3.1416 radians) as long as its value is less than the higher obstacle bearing.

• Generate a random number.

• The mutated fifth gene = 2 * 3.1416 ( 0.5 - random number).

• If mutated fifth gene ≥ sixth gene then mutate again.

• Mutate the sixth gene. The sixth gene is the higher value of the obstacle bearing. It can have a value between +180° (3.1416 radians) and -180° (-3.1416 radians) as long as its value is greater than the lower obstacle bearing.

• Generate a random number.

• The mutated gene value = 2 * 3.1416 ( 0.5 - random number).

• If the mutated sixth gene ≤ fifth gene then mutate again.

• Mutate the seventh gene. The seventh gene is the value of the robot heading. It can have a value between +90° (1.5708 radians) and -90° (-1.5708 radians).
• Generate a random number.

• The mutated seventh gene = 3.1416 (0.5 - random number).

The new offspring created will now temporarily take the place of the rule with the lowest strength value. The simulation is then executed with the new offspring temporarily in place. The solution population is then evaluated to see if the objective function has been reached. The objective function may be either a successful completion of the task or the maximum number of generations may have been reached. If the objective function has not been reached, the rules then have their strengths assigned and updated. If the temporary rules have a higher strength value than the rule they replaced temporarily, the change then becomes permanent. If not, the original rule is replaced back into the population.

If the genetic operation is not in the crossover subroutine, less than 5 consecutive crossovers, and the single gene mutation did create an offspring of higher strength then this triggers the creep subroutine. If not, the single gene mutation operation is applied.

The creep subroutine is exactly identical to the mutate subroutine except that the values of the genes are only permitted to change by 10% of their total allowable range. This is also by definition in this thesis. The creep subroutine repeats itself on the same gene when the subroutine is invoked until no further increase in strength is realized. When it does repeat, it does not temporarily replace the rule with the lowest strength value but instead temporarily replaces itself. This is to ensure local hill climbing and to avoid many rules being created with similar genes such as the problem that may occur with crossover. Creep is performed as:
gene * (0.5 - rand(1))/5

The all gene mutation operation is identical to the single gene mutation with the exception that all the genes of a randomly chosen rule are mutated. In the case of the gene pairs, there will be two new genes created. One gene value will be larger than the other unless the extremely rare case of equal values is created. Because the gene pairs are ordered by values, the larger value created will take the place of the larger valued gene and the same is obviously true for the smaller valued gene.
Chapter 4

Results

4.1 Initial Simulation

To begin the initial simulation the initial rule base had to be created. The concept of under and over constrained initial rules became apparent quickly. Very general rules were first applied with them quickly being identified as being under constrained. Because of the generality, a single rule selfishly controlled the actions of the simulation and would not allow any other rule to participate. This can be seen in Figure 7.

![Figure 7. Under constrained initial stimulus-response rules.](image)

The concept of being over constrained also was very evident. When applying very stringent stimulus-response rules, none would meet every parameter and therefore
the default rule of heading = 0 would be the only rule applied. Therefore the robot simulation would only travel in a straight line.

After coming to grips with over and under constrained stimulus-response rules, an initial solution population was obtained (see Appendix B). The robot traveled 10.9409 units in the x-axis direction until crossing the lower boundary. This can be seen in Figure 8.

![Initial Simulation](image_url)

Figure 8. Initial simulation.

4.2 Results of Simulation and Genetic Algorithm Application

The application of the simulation and genetic algorithm described in this thesis did provide for an improved set of stimulus-response rules governing the actions and behaviors of the robot model in its modeled environment. In fact, the robot model was
able to successfully navigate the entire length of the course while maintaining its boundaries while avoiding the obstacles in its pathway. The successful trial can be seen in Figure 9.

![Successful Simulation](image)

**Figure 9.** Successful simulation.

The successful simulation was achieved after 201 application of the genetic algorithm. Appendix C shows a few examples of the progression from start to finish of the entire process.

The single gene mutate operation was applied 12.44% of the total genetic operations. The all gene mutate operation was applied 17.41% of the total genetic operations. And the creep operator was applied 1.5% of the total genetic operations.
This leads to an overall mutation rate of 31.35%. The intended mutation rate was 25% plus the addition of creep operation therefore this rate is close to what was intended.

Figure 10 depicts the success, the distance traveled on the x-axis, of the robot versus the number of generations. The erratic movement or lower “spikes” are attributed to the fact that the offspring are temporarily given the position of highest strength value when tested with the simulation. If the offspring are not beneficial to the solution population then they may offer a very poor solution. They are then deleted from the solution population if they do not provide any improvement in performance. Also, by looking at Figure 10, this search method may be approaching an asymptote. This cannot be certain as the simulation was ended without the payoff giving credit for successfully completing the course was not applied.

Figure 10. Performance vs. number of generations.
Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1 Critique of Results

The application of the strategic application of the genetic algorithm combined with the computer simulation did provide a robust method for improving a solution population for the robotic and environmental model. The successful completion of the course did occur sooner than what was expected, but could be explained by the possibly the simplicity of the models or a combination of the simplicity with the event of being in the right place at the right time, as far as random generation of populations is concerned.

The successful solution is by no means an optimized solution. It just provided a solution population that did provide for a successful trial. It may or may not be possible for an optimized solution to be approached if the iterative process would be permitted to continue. Further testing and refinement would be necessary.

5.2 Direction of Future Work

As just stated, further testing and refinement would be the next step. It was recognized that some stimulus-response rules overlapped and were even subsets of other rules. The concept of fuzzy logic can easily be brought in to play with the
decision of which decision rules to apply. It certainly applies to sets or subsets where there is partial sharing of members.

The goal of this thesis was to show that the theory involved did work. Now that it has been shown, in this case, some of the simplifications that were used can then be transformed into more complex and more true to situation characteristics. Also, the development of multiple testing compared to each other could be done in order to attach some statistical significance to the results.

The field of genetic algorithms is relatively new and therefore has room to expand. With the continued research in this type of theory, not only will the knowledge of this specific case increase but genetic machine based learning will increase leading to higher performance of all types of machines.
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Appendix A

Graphical Representation of Entire Simulation Model

Figure 11. Graphical Representation of Entire Simulation Model
## Appendix B

### Initial Stimulus-Response Rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strength</th>
<th>Lower $R_a$</th>
<th>Upper $R_a$</th>
<th>Lower $R_o$</th>
<th>Upper $R_o$</th>
<th>Lower $\beta$</th>
<th>Upper $\beta$</th>
<th>$\theta$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.5708</td>
<td>-0.3491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.5708</td>
<td>0.1745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.7854</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.5708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.7854</td>
<td>-1.5708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>-0.7854</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.9409</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-1.5708</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.9409</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-1.5708</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.3491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.9409</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-0.7854</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.7854</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C

Examples of Simulation Progression

Figure 12.

Figure 13.
Figure 14.

Figure 15.
Figure 16.

Figure 17.
Figure 18.

Figure 19.
Detailed Procedure of the Computer Simulation

The simulation is composed of two components, the testing phase and the manipulation of stimulus-response rules by genetic operations phase. The testing phase initially begins which then leads to the genetic operations phase. This then becomes a sequential procedure referring from one to the other and back again. This is the coding for the simulation written with Matlab®.

Testing Phase

1. axis equal
2. % plots the lower and upper pathway boundaries;
3. [0:.1:100];
4. y1=[1.365552747075397e-008,-3.854053894435499e-006,3.984636770991189e-004,-1.834868905217691e-002,3.588291378474007e-001,-1.965681703914941e+000,1.019654741393028e+001];
5. y2=[1.365552747075397e-008,-3.854053894435499e-006,3.984636770991189e-004,-1.834868905217691e-002,3.588291378474007e-001,-1.965681703914941e+000,2.519654741393028e+001];
6. b1=polyval(y1,x);
7. b2=polyval(y2,x);
8. plot(x,b1,'m',x,b2,'m');
9. hold;
10. %plots the first obstacle;
11. \([14:.1:16]\);

12. \(\theta_1 = \text{atan2}((21 + \sqrt{1 - (x - 15)^2}), x)\);

13. \(\theta_2 = \text{atan2}((21 - \sqrt{1 - (x - 15)^2}), x)\);

14. \(\rho_1 = \sqrt{x^2 + (21 + \sqrt{1 - (x - 15)^2})^2}\);

15. \(\rho_2 = \sqrt{x^2 + (21 - \sqrt{1 - (x - 15)^2})^2}\);

16. \([x, y_3] = \text{pol2cart}(\theta_1, \rho_1)\);

17. \([x, y_4] = \text{pol2cart}(\theta_2, \rho_2)\);

18. \text{plot}(x, y_3, 'r', x, y_4, 'r');

19. \% plots the second obstacle;

20. \([34:.1:36]\);

21. \(\theta_3 = \text{atan2}((22.5 + \sqrt{1 - (x - 35)^2}), x)\);

22. \(\theta_4 = \text{atan2}((22.5 - \sqrt{1 - (x - 35)^2}), x)\);

23. \(\rho_3 = \sqrt{x^2 + (22.5 + \sqrt{1 - (x - 35)^2})^2}\);

24. \(\rho_4 = \sqrt{x^2 + (22.5 - \sqrt{1 - (x - 35)^2})^2}\);

25. \([x, y_5] = \text{pol2cart}(\theta_3, \rho_3)\);

26. \([x, y_6] = \text{pol2cart}(\theta_4, \rho_4)\);

27. \text{plot}(x, y_5, 'r', x, y_6, 'r');

28. \% plots the third obstacle;

29. \([59:.1:61]\);

30. \(\theta_5 = \text{atan2}((32 + \sqrt{1 - (x - 60)^2}), x)\);

31. \(\theta_6 = \text{atan2}((32 - \sqrt{1 - (x - 60)^2}), x)\);

32. \(\rho_5 = \sqrt{x^2 + (32 + \sqrt{1 - (x - 60)^2})^2}\);

33. \(\rho_6 = \sqrt{x^2 + (32 - \sqrt{1 - (x - 60)^2})^2}\);
34. [x,y7]=pol2cart(theta5,rho5);
35. [x,y8]=pol2cart(theta6,rho6);
36. plot(x,y7,'r',x,y8,'r');
37. % plots the fourth obstacle;
38. [94:.1:96];
39. theta7=atan2((10+sqrt(1-(x - 95).^2)),x);
40. theta8=atan2((10-sqrt(1-(x - 95).^2)),x);
41. rho7=sqrt(x.^2+(10+sqrt(1-(x - 95).^2)).^2);
42. rho8=sqrt(x.^2+(10-sqrt(1-(x - 95).^2)).^2);
43. [x,y9]=pol2cart(theta7,rho7);
44. [x,y10]=pol2cart(theta8,rho8);
45. plot(x,y9,'b',x,y10,'b');
46. % plots the initial position of the robot;
47. [0:.1:2];
48. theta7=atan2((17.5+sqrt(1-(x-1).^2)),x);
49. theta8=atan2((17.5-sqrt(1-(x-1).^2)),x);
50. rho7=sqrt(x.^2+(17.5+sqrt(1-(x-1).^2)).^2);
51. rho8=sqrt(x.^2+(17.5-sqrt(1-(x-1).^2)).^2);
52. [x,y11]=pol2cart(theta7,rho7);
53. [x,y12]=pol2cart(theta8,rho8);
54. plot(x,y11,'b',x,y12,'b');
55. % initial robot coordinates;
56. xrobot=1;
57. \texttt{yrobot=17.5;}
58. \% initial obstacle coordinates;
59. \texttt{xobstacle1=15;}
60. \texttt{yobstacle1=21;}
61. \texttt{xobstacle2=35;}
62. \texttt{yobstacle2=22.5;}
63. \texttt{xobstacle3=60;}
64. \texttt{yobstacle3=32;}
65. \texttt{xobstacle4=95;}
66. \texttt{yobstacle4=10;}
67. \% dummy obstacle;
68. \texttt{xobstacle5=150;}
69. \texttt{yobstacle5=20;}
70. \% termination counter to avoid going into an endless loop;
71. \texttt{terminationcounter=0;}
72. \% Initializes robot x-axis new position;
73. \texttt{xrobotnew=1;}
74. \% Initializes robot y-axis new position;
75. \texttt{yrobotnew=17.5;}
76. \% Initializes robot heading;
77. \texttt{headinginitial=0;}
78. \% Initializes obstacle bearing angles;
79. \texttt{thetaorientation=0;}
80. % Initialize stimulus-response rule firing counters;
81.  rule1=0;
82.  rule2=0;
83.  rule3=0;
84.  rule4=0;
85.  rule5=0;
86.  rule6=0;
87.  rule7=0;
88.  rule8=0;
89.  rule9=0;
90.  rule10=0;
91.  rule11=0;
92.  rule12=0;
93.  rule13=0;
94.  rule14=0;
95.  rule15=0;
96.  rule16=0;
97.  rule17=0;
98.  rule18=0;
99.  rule19=0;
100. rule20=0;
101. rule21=0;
102. rule22=0;
103. rule23=0;
104. rule24=0;
105. rule25=0;
106. rule26=0;
107. % Starts an indefinite loop that stops when the condition of x>=100 is satisfied;
108. % At the point where x>=100 the robot has successfully navigated the course;
109. while xrobot<100;
110. % Sets default heading to 0 if no rule applies;
111. heading=0;
112. % Starts episode counter;
113. terminationcounter=terminationcounter+1;
114. % Stops simulation if more than 300 episodes have occurred;
115. if termination counter>=300;
116. break;
117. end;
118. % Determines if the robot has traveled retrogressively;
119. if xrobotnew<xrobot;
120. break;
121. end;
122. % If not then both xrobot and yrobot are iterated to their new coordinates respectively;
123. xrobot=xrobotnew;
124. yrobot=yrobotnew;
125. % Defines the range from the robot to each obstacle;
126. rangeob1=sqrt((xrobot-xobstacle1).^2+(yrobot-yobstacle1).^2);
127. rangeob2=sqrt((xrobot-xobstacle2).^2+(yrobot-yobstacle2).^2);
128. rangeob3=sqrt((xrobot-xobstacle3).^2+(yrobot-yobstacle3).^2);
129. rangeob4=sqrt((xrobot-xobstacle4).^2+(yrobot-yobstacle4).^2);
130. rangeob5=sqrt((xrobot-xobstacle5).^2+(yrobot-yobstacle5).^2);
131. % Alters the value of the range by ±2.5%, therefore noise is added;
132. rangewithnoiseob1=rangeob1+((0.5 - rand(1))/20)*rangeob1;
133. rangewithnoiseob2=rangeob2+((0.5 - rand(1))/20)*rangeob2;
134. rangewithnoiseob3=rangeob3+((0.5 - rand(1))/20)*rangeob3;
135. rangewithnoiseob4=rangeob4+((0.5 - rand(1))/20)*rangeob4;
136. rangewithnoiseob5=rangeob5+((0.5 - rand(1))/20)*rangeob5;
137. % Defines the x-axis bearing angle between the robot and each obstacle;
138. xaxisbearingob1=asin((yobstacle1-yrobot)/rangewithnoiseob1);
139. xaxisbearingob2=asin((yobstacle2-yrobot)/rangewithnoiseob2);
140. xaxisbearingob3=asin((yobstacle3-yrobot)/rangewithnoiseob3);
141. xaxisbearingob4=asin((yobstacle4-yrobot)/rangewithnoiseob4);
142. xaxisbearingob5=asin((yobstacle5-yrobot)/rangewithnoiseob5);
143. % Defines bearing angle off previous heading;
144. bearingob1=thetaorientation-xaxisbearingob1;
145. bearingob2=thetaorientation-xaxisbearingob1;
146. bearingob3=thetaorientation-xaxisbearingob1;
147. bearingob4=thetaorientation-xaxisbearingob1;
148. bearimbob5 = thetaorientation - xaxisbearingob1;

149. \% Defines the range of the robot from the upper boundary;

150. individualvaluesupper = 1.365552747075397e-008 * xrobot.^6 - 3.854053894435499e-006 * xrobot.^5 + 3.984636770991189e-004 * xrobot.^4 - 1.834868905217691e-002 * xrobot.^3 + 3.588291378474007e-001 * xrobot.^2 -
1.965681703914941e+000 * xrobot + 2.519654741393028e+001;

151. robotrangetoupperbound = individualvaluesupper - yrobot;

152. \% Determines if the robot has crossed a pathway boundary;

153. if robotrangetoupperbound <= 1;
154. break;
155. end;

156. if robotrangetoupperbound >= 14;
157. break;
158. end;

159. \% Determines if the robot has collided with any of the obstacles;

160. if abs(rangeob1) <= 2;
161. break;
162. end;

163. if abs(rangeob2) <= 2;
164. break;
165. end;

166. if abs(rangeob3) <= 2;
167. break;
if abs(rangeob4) <= 2
    break
end

% Determines if the robot has passed the first obstacle;
if (0 <= xrobot) & (xrobot <= 15)

% Determines which stimulus-response rule to apply. Each rule is composed of seven separate genes (a-f) and there are 25 rules total permitted in the solution population. Therefore every gene letter will have 25 values, i.e. a1, a2, a3,... a25;
if
    ((genea1 <= robotrangetoupperbound) & (robotrangetoupperbound <= geneb1)) & (genec1 <= rangeob1) & (rangeob1 <= gened1)) & (genee1 <= bearingob1) & (bearingob1 <= genef1))
    heading = geneg1
    rule1 = rule1 + 1
end;

if
    ((genea2 <= robotrangetoupperbound) & (robotrangetoupperbound <= geneb2)) & (genec2 <= rangeob1) & (rangeob1 <= gened2)) & (genee2 <= bearingob1) & (bearingob1 <= genef2))
    heading = geneg2
    rule2 = rule2 + 1
end;
183. if

\((\text{genea3} \leq \text{robotrangetoupperbound}) \& (\text{robotrangetoupperbound} \leq \text{geneb3})) \& ((\text{genee3} \leq \text{rangeob1}) \& (\text{rangeob1} \leq \text{gene5}))\)

\(184. \text{heading} = \text{geneg3}\)

\(185. \text{rule3} = \text{rule3} + 1\)

\(186. \text{end};\)

187. if

\((\text{genea4} \leq \text{robotrangetoupperbound}) \& (\text{robotrangetoupperbound} \leq \text{geneb4})) \& ((\text{genee4} \leq \text{rangeob1}) \& (\text{rangeob1} \leq \text{gene5}))\)

\(188. \text{heading} = \text{geneg4}\)

\(189. \text{rule4} = \text{rule4} + 1\)

\(190. \text{end};\)

191. if

\((\text{genea5} \leq \text{robotrangetoupperbound}) \& (\text{robotrangetoupperbound} \leq \text{geneb5})) \& ((\text{genee5} \leq \text{rangeob1}) \& (\text{rangeob1} \leq \text{gene5}))\)

\(192. \text{heading} = \text{geneg5}\)

\(193. \text{rule5} = \text{rule5} + 1\)

\(194. \text{end};\)

195. if

\((\text{genea6} \leq \text{robotrangetoupperbound}) \& (\text{robotrangetoupperbound} \leq \text{geneb6})) \& ((\text{genee6} \leq \text{rangeob1}) \& (\text{rangeob1} \leq \text{gene5}))\)
6<=rangeob1) & (rangeob1 <= gened6)) & ((genee6 <= bearingob1) & (bearingob1 <= genef6))

196. heading = geneg6

197. rule6 = rule6 + 1

198. end;

199. if

((genea7 <= robotrangetoupperbound) & (robotrangetoupperbound <= geneb7)) & ((genec7 <= rangeob1) & (rangeob1 <= gened7)) & ((genee7 <= bearingob1) & (bearingob1 <= genef7))

200. heading = geneg7

201. rule7 = rule7 + 1

202. end;

203. if

((genea8 <= robotrangetoupperbound) & (robotrangetoupperbound <= geneb8)) & ((genec8 <= rangeob1) & (rangeob1 <= gened8)) & ((genee8 <= bearingob1) & (bearingob1 <= genef8))

204. heading = geneg8

205. rule8 = rule8 + 1

206. end;

207. if

((genea9 <= robotrangetoupperbound) & (robotrangetoupperbound <= geneb9)) & ((genec9 <= rangeob1) & (rangeob1 <= gened9)) & ((genee9 <= bearingob1) & (bearingob1 <= genef9))
208. heading=geneg9
209. rule9=rule9+1
210. end;

211. if

((genea10<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb10))&((gene
c10<=rangeob1)&(rangeob1<=gened10))&((genee10<=bearingob1)&(bearingob1<=
genef10))

212. heading=geneg10
213. rule10=rule10+1
214. end;

215. if

((genea11<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb11))&((gene
c11<=rangeob1)&(rangeob1<=gened11))&((genee11<=bearingob1)&(bearingob1<=
genef11))

216. heading=geneg11
217. rule11=rule11+1
218. end;

219. if

((genea12<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb12))&((gene
c12<=rangeob1)&(rangeob1<=gened12))&((genee12<=bearingob1)&(bearingob1<=
genef12))

220. heading=geneg12
221. rule12=rule12+1
222.end;

223.if
((genea13<=robotrangetoupperbound)\&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb13))\&((gene
c13<=rangeob1)\&(rangeob1<=gened13))\&((genee13<=bearingob1)\&(bearingob1<=
genef13))

224.heading=geneg13
225.rule13=rule13+1
226.end;

227.if
((genea14<=robotrangetoupperbound)\&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb14))\&((gene
c14<=rangeob1)\&(rangeob1<=gened14))\&((genee14<=bearingob1)\&(bearingob1<=
genef14))

228.heading=geneg14
229.rule14=rule14+1
230.end;

231.if
((genea15<=robotrangetoupperbound)\&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb15))\&((gene
c15<=rangeob1)\&(rangeob1<=gened15))\&((genee15<=bearingob1)\&(bearingob1<=
genef15))

232.heading=geneg15
233.rule15=rule15+1
234.end;
235. if 
((genea16<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb16))
&((gene\text{c}c16<=rangeob1)&(rangeob1<=\text{g}\text{e}ned16))
&((gene\text{e}e16<=\text{b}earingob1)&(bearingob1<=gene\text{f}16))

236. heading=geneg16

237. rule16=rule16+1

238. end;

239. if 
((genea17<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb17))
&((gene\text{c}c17<=rangeob1)&(rangeob1<=\text{g}\text{e}ned17))
&((gene\text{e}e17<=\text{b}earingob1)&(bearingob1<=gene\text{f}17))

240. heading=geneg17

241. rule17=rule17+1

242. end;

243. if 
((genea18<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb18))
&((gene\text{c}c18<=rangeob1)&(rangeob1<=\text{g}\text{e}ned18))
&((gene\text{e}e18<=\text{b}earingob1)&(bearingob1<=gene\text{f}18))

244. heading=geneg18

245. rule18=rule18+1

246. end;

247. if 
((genea19<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb19))
&((gene\text{c}c19<=rangeob1)&(rangeob1<=\text{g}\text{e}ned19))
&((gene\text{e}e19<=\text{b}earingob1)&(bearingob1<=gene\text{f}19))

...
ec19<=rangeob1)&(rangeob1<=gened19))&((genee19<=bearingob1)&(bearingob1<=
genef19))

248.heading=geneg19

249.rule19=rule19+1

250.end;

251.if

((genea20<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb20))&((gene
c20<=rangeob1)&(rangeob1<=gened20))&((genee20<=bearingob1)&(bearingob1<=
genef20))

252.heading=geneg20

253.rule20=rule20+1

254.end;

255.if

((genea21<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb21))&((gene
c21<=rangeob1)&(rangeob1<=gened21))&((genee21<=bearingob1)&(bearingob1<=
genef21))

256.heading=geneg21

257.rule21=rule21+1

258.end;

259.if

((genea22<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb22))&((gene
c22<=rangeob1)&(rangeob1<=gened22))&((genee22<=bearingob1)&(bearingob1<=
genef22))
260. heading=geneg22
261. rule22=rule22+1
262. end;

263. if
((genea23<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb23))&((gene
ec23<=rangeob1)&(rangeob1<=gened23))&((genee23<=bearingob1)&(bearingob1<=
genef23))
264. heading=geneg23
265. rule23=rule23+1
266. end;

267. if
((genea24<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb24))&((gene
ec24<=rangeob1)&(rangeob1<=gened24))&((genee24<=bearingob1)&(bearingob1<=
genef24))
268. heading=geneg24
269. rule24=rule24+1
270. end;

271. if
((genea25<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb25))&((gene
ec25<=rangeob1)&(rangeob1<=gened25))&((genee25<=bearingob1)&(bearingob1<=
genef25))
272. heading=geneg25
273. rule25=rule25+1
274. end;

275. end;

276. \% Determines if the robot has passed the second obstacle;

277. if (15<xrobot)\&(xrobot<=35);

278. \% Determines which stimulus-response rule to apply;

279. if

\((\text{genea1}<=\text{robotrangetoupperbound})\&(\text{robotrangetoupperbound}<=\text{geneb1})\)&
\((\text{gene1}<=\text{rangeob2})\&(\text{rangeob2}<=\text{gened2})\)&
\((\text{genee1}<=\text{bearingob2})\&(\text{bearingob2}<=\text{genef1})\))

\hspace{1cm}280. \text{heading}=\text{geneg1}

\hspace{1cm}281. \text{rule1}=\text{rule1}+1

\hspace{1cm}282. end;

283. if

\((\text{genea2}<=\text{robotrangetoupperbound})\&(\text{robotrangetoupperbound}<=\text{geneb2})\)&
\((\text{gene2}<=\text{rangeob2})\&(\text{rangeob2}<=\text{gened2})\)&
\((\text{genee2}<=\text{bearingob2})\&(\text{bearingob2}<=\text{genef2})\))

\hspace{1cm}284. \text{heading}=\text{geneg2}

\hspace{1cm}285. \text{rule2}=\text{rule2}+1

\hspace{1cm}286. end;

287. if

\((\text{genea3}<=\text{robotrangetoupperbound})\&(\text{robotrangetoupperbound}<=\text{geneb3})\)&
\((\text{gene3}<=\text{rangeob2})\&(\text{rangeob2}<=\text{gened3})\)&
\((\text{genee3}<=\text{bearingob2})\&(\text{bearingob2}<=\text{genef3})\))
if ((genea4<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb4))&((gene4<=rangeob2)&(rangeob2<=gened4))&((genee4<=bearingob2)&(bearingob2<=genef4))

heading=geneg4
rule4=rule4+1
end;

if ((genea5<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb5))&((gene5<=rangeob2)&(rangeob2<=gened5))&((genee5<=bearingob2)&(bearingob2<=genef5))

heading=geneg5
rule5=rule5+1
end;

if ((genea6<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb6))&((gene6<=rangeob2)&(rangeob2<=gened6))&((genee6<=bearingob2)&(bearingob2<=genef6))

heading=geneg6
rule6=rule6+1
302.end;
303.if
  ((genea7<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb7))&((gene
  7<=rangeob2)&(rangeob2<=gened7))&((genee7<=bearingob2)&(bearingob2<=genef
  7))
  heading=geneg7
  rule7=rule7+1
306.end;
307.if
  ((genea8<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb8))&((gene
  8<=rangeob2)&(rangeob2<=gened8))&((genee8<=bearingob2)&(bearingob2<=genef
  8))
  heading=geneg8
  rule8=rule8+1
310.end;
311.if
  ((genea9<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb9))&((gene
  9<=rangeob2)&(rangeob2<=gened9))&((genee9<=bearingob2)&(bearingob2<=genef
  9))
  heading=geneg9
  rule9=rule9+1
314.end;
if ((genea10<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb10))&((gene10<=rangeob2)&(rangeob2<=gened10))&((genee10<=bearingob2)&(bearingob2<=genef10))
  heading=geneg10
  rule10=rule10+1
end;

if ((genea11<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb11))&((gene11<=rangeob2)&(rangeob2<=gened11))&((genee11<=bearingob2)&(bearingob2<=genef11))
  heading=geneg11
  rule11=rule11+1
end;

if ((genea12<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb12))&((gene12<=rangeob2)&(rangeob2<=gened12))&((genee12<=bearingob2)&(bearingob2<=genef12))
  heading=geneg12
  rule12=rule12+1
end;

if ((genea13<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb13))&((gene13<=rangeob2)&(rangeob2<=gened13))&((genee13<=bearingob2)&(bearingob2<=genef13))
ec13<=rangeob2)&(rangeob2<=gened13))&((genee13<=bearingob2)&(bearingob2<=
genef13))

328.heading=geneg13

329.rule13=rule13+1

330.end;

331.if

((genea14<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb14))&((gen
c14<=rangeob2)&(rangeob2<=gened14))&((genee14<=bearingob2)&(bearingob2<=
genef14))

332.heading=geneg14

333.rule14=rule14+1

334.end;

335.if

((genea15<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb15))&((gen
c15<=rangeob2)&(rangeob2<=gened15))&((genee15<=bearingob2)&(bearingob2<=
genef15))

336.heading=geneg15

337.rule15=rule15+1

338.end;

339.if

((genea16<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb16))&((gen
c16<=rangeob2)&(rangeob2<=gened16))&((genee16<=bearingob2)&(bearingob2<=
genef16))
340. heading=geneg16
341. rule16=rule16+1
342. end;

343. if
((genea17<=robotrangetoupperbound) && (robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb17)) && ((gene
c17<=rangeob2) && (rangeob2<=gened17)) && ((genee17<=bearingob2) && (bearingob2<=
genef17))
344. heading=geneg17
345. rule17=rule17+1
346. end;

347. if
((genea18<=robotrangetoupperbound) && (robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb18)) && ((gene
c18<=rangeob2) && (rangeob2<=gened18)) && ((genee18<=bearingob2) && (bearingob2<=
genef18))
348. heading=geneg18
349. rule18=rule18+1
350. end;

351. if
((genea19<=robotrangetoupperbound) && (robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb19)) && ((gene
c19<=rangeob2) && (rangeob2<=gened19)) && ((genee19<=bearingob2) && (bearingob2<=
genef19))
352. heading=geneg19
353. rule19=rule19+1
354.end;

355.if 

((genea20<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb20))&((geneb20<=rangeob2)&(rangeob2<=gened20))&((genee20<=bearingob2)&(bearingob2<=
genef20))

356.heading=geneg20

357.rule20=rule20+1

358.end;

359.if 

((genea21<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb21))&((geneb21<=rangeob2)&(rangeob2<=gened21))&((genee21<=bearingob2)&(bearingob2<=
genef21))

360.heading=geneg21

361.rule21=rule21+1

362.end;

363.if 

((genea22<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb22))&((geneb22<=rangeob2)&(rangeob2<=gened22))&((genee22<=bearingob2)&(bearingob2<=
genef22))

364.heading=geneg22

365.rule22=rule22+1

366.end;
if
((genea23<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb23))&((gene
ec23<=rangeob2)&(rangeob2<=gened23))&((genee23<=bearingob2)&(bearingob2<=
genef23))

heading=geneg23

rule23=rule23+1

end;

if
((genea24<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb24))&((gene
ec24<=rangeob2)&(rangeob2<=gened24))&((genee24<=bearingob2)&(bearingob2<=
genef24))

heading=geneg24

rule24=rule24+1

end;

if
((genea25<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb25))&((gene
ec25<=rangeob2)&(rangeob2<=gened25))&((genee25<=bearingob2)&(bearingob2<=
genef25))

heading=geneg25

rule25=rule25+1

end;

end;

% Determines if the robot has passed the third obstacle;
381. if (35<xrobot)&(xrobot<=60);

382. % Determines which stimulus-response rule to apply;

383. if

((genea1<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb1))&((geneecn1<=rangeob3)&(rangeob3<=gened1))&((geneecn1<=bearingob3)&(bearingob3<=geneecn1))

384. heading=geneg1

385. rule1=rule1+1

386. end;

387. if

((genea2<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb2))&((geneecn2<=rangeob3)&(rangeob3<=gened2))&((geneecn2<=bearingob3)&(bearingob3<=geneecn2))

388. heading=geneg2

389. rule2=rule2+1

390. end;

391. if

((genea3<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb3))&((geneecn3<=rangeob3)&(rangeob3<=gened3))&((geneecn3<=bearingob3)&(bearingob3<=geneecn3))

392. heading=geneg3

393. rule3=rule3+1

394. end;
if 
((genea4<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb4))&((gene4<=rangeob3)&(rangeob3<=gened4))&((genee4<=bearingob3)&(bearingob3<=genef4))
heading=geneg4
rule4=rule4+1
end;

if 
((genea5<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb5))&((gene5<=rangeob3)&(rangeob3<=gened5))&((genee5<=bearingob3)&(bearingob3<=genef5))
heading=geneg5
rule5=rule5+1
end;

if 
((genea6<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb6))&((gene6<=rangeob3)&(rangeob3<=gened6))&((genee6<=bearingob3)&(bearingob3<=genef6))
heading=geneg6
rule6=rule6+1
end;

if 
((genea7<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb7))&((gene7<=rangeob3)&(rangeob3<=gened7))&((genee7<=bearingob3)&(bearingob3<=genef7))
heading=geneg7
rule7=rule7+1
end;
7<=rangeob3) & (rangeob3<=gened7) & ((gene7<=bearingob3) & (bearingob3<=genef7))

408. heading = geneg7

409. rule7 = rule7 + 1

410. end;

411. if

((genea8<=robotrangetoupperbound) & (robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb8)) & ((gene8<=rangeob3) & (rangeob3<=gened8)) & ((genee8<=bearingob3) & (bearingob3<=genef8))

412. heading = geneg8

413. rule8 = rule8 + 1

414. end;

415. if

((genea9<=robotrangetoupperbound) & (robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb9)) & ((gene9<=rangeob3) & (rangeob3<=gened9)) & ((genee9<=bearingob3) & (bearingob3<=genef9))

416. heading = geneg9

417. rule9 = rule9 + 1

418. end;

419. if

((genea10<=robotrangetoupperbound) & (robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb10)) & ((gene10<=rangeob3) & (rangeob3<=gened10)) & ((genee10<=bearingob3) & (bearingob3<=genef10))
if 
((genea11<=robotrangetoupperbound)&&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb11))&&((gene
ec11<=rangeob3)&&(rangeob3<=gened11))&&((genee11<=bearingob3)&&(bearingob3<=
genef11))

heading=geneg11

rule11=rule11+1

end;

if 
((genea12<=robotrangetoupperbound)&&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb12))&&((gene
ec12<=rangeob3)&&(rangeob3<=gened12))&&((genee12<=bearingob3)&&(bearingob3<=
genef12))

heading=geneg12

rule12=rule12+1

end;

if 
((genea13<=robotrangetoupperbound)&&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb13))&&((gene
ec13<=rangeob3)&&(rangeob3<=gened13))&&((genee13<=bearingob3)&&(bearingob3<=
genef13))

heading=geneg13

rule13=rule13+1
end;

if
((genea14<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb14))&((gene\text{ec}14<=rangeob3)&(rangeob3<=gened14))&((gene\text{e}e14<=bearingob3)&(bearingob3<=genef14))

heading=geneg14

rule14=rule14+1

end;

if
((genea15<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb15))&((gene\text{ec}15<=rangeob3)&(rangeob3<=gened15))&((gene\text{e}e15<=bearingob3)&(bearingob3<=genef15))

heading=geneg15

rule15=rule15+1

end;

if
((genea16<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb16))&((gene\text{ec}16<=rangeob3)&(rangeob3<=gened16))&((gene\text{e}e16<=bearingob3)&(bearingob3<=genef16))

heading=geneg16

rule16=rule16+1

end;
(((genea17<=robotrangetoupperbound) && (robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb17)) && ((gene17<=rangeob3) && (rangeob3<=ged17)) && ((genee17<=bearingob3) && (bearingob3<=genef17))

448.heading=geneg17
449.rule17=rule17+1
450.end;

451.if

(((genea18<=robotrangetoupperbound) && (robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb18)) && ((gene18<=rangeob3) && (rangeob3<=ged19)) && ((genee18<=bearingob3) && (bearingob3<=genef18))

452.heading=geneg18
453.rule18=rule18+1
454.end;

455.if

(((genea19<=robotrangetoupperbound) && (robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb19)) && ((gene19<=rangeob3) && (rangeob3<=ged19)) && ((genee19<=bearingob3) && (bearingob3<=genef19))

456.heading=geneg19
457.rule19=rule19+1
458.end;

459.if

(((genea20<=robotrangetoupperbound) && (robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb20)) && ((gene20<=rangeob3) && (rangeob3<=ged20)) && ((genee20<=bearingob3) && (bearingob3<=genef20))

460.heading=geneg20
461.rule20=rule20+1
461.end;

462.end;
ec20<=rangeob3) & (rangeob3<=gener20)) & ((genee20<=bearingob3) & (bearingob3<=

genef20))

460. heading=geneg20

461. rule20=rule20+1

462. end;

463. if

((genea21<=robotrangetoupperbound) & (robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb21)) & ((gene

e21<=rangeob3) & (rangeob3<=gener21)) & ((genee21<=bearingob3) & (bearingob3<=
genef21))

464. heading=geneg21

465. rule21=rule21+1

466. end;

467. if

((genea22<=robotrangetoupperbound) & (robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb22)) & ((gene

e22<=rangeob3) & (rangeob3<=gener22)) & ((genee22<=bearingob3) & (bearingob3<=

genef22))

468. heading=geneg22

469. rule22=rule22+1

470. end;

471. if

((genea23<=robotrangetoupperbound) & (robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb23)) & ((gene

e23<=rangeob3) & (rangeob3<=gener23)) & ((genee23<=bearingob3) & (bearingob3<=
genef23))
472. heading=geneg23
473. rule23=rule23+1
474. end;

475. if
   ((genea24<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb24))&((gene
c24<=rangeob3)&(rangeob3<=ged24))&((genee24<=bearingob3)&(bearingob3<=
genef24))
   476. heading=geneg24
   477. rule24=rule24+1
   478. end;
479. if
   ((genea25<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb25))&((gene
c25<=rangeob3)&(rangeob3<=ged25))&((genee25<=bearingob3)&(bearingob3<=
genef25))
   480. heading=geneg25
   481. rule25=rule25+1
   482. end;
483. end;

484. % Determines if the robot has passed the fourth obstacle;
485. if (60<=xrobot)&(xrobot<=95);
486. % Determines which stimulus-response rule to apply;
487. if
   ((genea1<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb1))&((gene
1<=rangeob4) & (rangeob4<=gened1)) & ((gene1<=bearingob4) & (bearingob4<=genef
1))

488. heading=geneg1

489. rule1=rule1+1

490. end;

491. if

((genea2<=robotrangetoupperbound) & (robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb2)) & ((gene
c2<=rangeob4) & (rangeob4<=gened2)) & ((genee2<=bearingob4) & (bearingob4<=genef
2))

492. heading=geneg2

493. rule2=rule2+1

494. end;

495. if

((genea3<=robotrangetoupperbound) & (robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb3)) & ((gene
c3<=rangeob4) & (rangeob4<=gened3)) & ((genee3<=bearingob4) & (bearingob4<=genef
3))

496. heading=geneg3

497. rule3=rule3+1

498. end;

499. if

((genea4<=robotrangetoupperbound) & (robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb4)) & ((gene
c4<=rangeob4) & (rangeob4<=gened4)) & ((genee4<=bearingob4) & (bearingob4<=genef
4))
500. heading=geneg4
501. rule4=rule4+1
502. end;

503. if
    ((genea5<=robotrangetoupperbound)(&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb5))&((gene
    5<=rangeob4)(&(rangeob4<=gened5))&((genee5<=bearingob4)(&(bearingob4<=gene
    5))
504. heading=geneg5
505. rule5=rule5+1
506. end;

507. if
    ((genea6<=robotrangetoupperbound)(&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb6))&((gene
    6<=rangeob4)(&(rangeob4<=gened6))&((genee6<=bearingob4)(&(bearingob4<=gene
    6))
508. heading=geneg6
509. rule6=rule6+1
510. end;

511. if
    ((genea7<=robotrangetoupperbound)(&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb7))&((gene
    7<=rangeob4)(&(rangeob4<=gened7))&((genee7<=bearingob4)(&(bearingob4<=gene
    7))
512. heading=geneg7
513. rule7=rule7+1
106.

514. end;

515. if

((genea8<=robotrangetoupperbound)&&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb8)&&(geneb8<=rangeob4)&&(rangeob4<=gened8)&&(gened8<=genee8)&&(genee8<=bearingob4)&&(bearingob4<=genef8))

516. heading=geneg8

517. rule8=rule8+1

518. end;

519. if

((genea9<=robotrangetoupperbound)&&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb9)&&(geneb9<=rangeob4)&&(rangeob4<=gened9)&&(gened9<=genee9)&&(genee9<=bearingob4)&&(bearingob4<=genef9))

520. heading=geneg9

521. rule9=rule9+1

522. end;

523. if

((genea10<=robotrangetoupperbound)&&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb10)&&(geneb10<=rangeob4)&&(rangeob4<=gened10)&&(gened10<=genee10)&&(genee10<=bearingob4)&&(bearingob4<=genef10))

524. heading=geneg10

525. rule10=rule10+1

526. end;
if

((genea11<=robotrangetoupperbound) && (robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb11)) && ((geneb11<=rangeob4) && (rangeob4<=gened11)) && ((genee11<=bearingob4) && (bearingob4<=genef11))

heading=geneg11

rule11=rule11+1

end;

if

((genea12<=robotrangetoupperbound) && (robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb12)) && ((geneb12<=rangeob4) && (rangeob4<=gened12)) && ((genee12<=bearingob4) && (bearingob4<=genef12))

heading=geneg12

rule12=rule12+1

end;

if

((genea13<=robotrangetoupperbound) && (robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb13)) && ((geneb13<=rangeob4) && (rangeob4<=gened13)) && ((genee13<=bearingob4) && (bearingob4<=genef13))

heading=geneg13

rule13=rule13+1

end;

if

((genea14<=robotrangetoupperbound) && (robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb14)) && ((geneb14<=rangeob4) && (rangeob4<=gened14)) && ((genee14<=bearingob4) && (bearingob4<=genef14))

heading=geneg14

rule14=rule14+1

end;
ec14<=rangeob4) & (rangeob4<=gened14) & ((gene14<=bearingob4) & (bearingob4<=
genef14))
      540. heading=geneg14
      541. rule14=rule14+1
      542. end;

543.if
      ((genea15<=robotrangetoupperbound) & (robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb15)) & ((gen
ce15<=rangeob4) & (rangeob4<=gened15)) & ((genee15<=bearingob4) & (bearingob4<=
genef15))
      544. heading=geneg15
      545. rule15=rule15+1
      546. end;

547.if
      ((genea16<=robotrangetoupperbound) & (robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb16)) & ((gen
ce16<=rangeob4) & (rangeob4<=gened16)) & ((genee16<=bearingob4) & (bearingob4<=
genef16))
      548. heading=geneg16
      549. rule16=rule16+1
      550. end;

551.if
      ((genea17<=robotrangetoupperbound) & (robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb17)) & ((gen
ce17<=rangeob4) & (rangeob4<=gened17)) & ((genee17<=bearingob4) & (bearingob4<=
genef17))
552. heading = gene g17
553. rule17 = rule17 + 1
554. end;

555. if ((genea18 <= robotrangetoupperbound) & (robotrangetoupperbound <= geneb18)) & ((geneec18 <= rangeob4) & (rangeob4 <= gened18)) & ((genee18 <= bearingob4) & (bearingob4 <= genef18))

556. heading = gene g18
557. rule18 = rule18 + 1
558. end;

559. if ((genea19 <= robotrangetoupperbound) & (robotrangetoupperbound <= geneb19)) & ((geneec19 <= rangeob4) & (rangeob4 <= gened19)) & ((genee19 <= bearingob4) & (bearingob4 <= genef19))

560. heading = gene g19
561. rule19 = rule19 + 1
562. end;

563. if ((genea20 <= robotrangetoupperbound) & (robotrangetoupperbound <= geneb20)) & ((geneec20 <= rangeob4) & (rangeob4 <= gened20)) & ((genee20 <= bearingob4) & (bearingob4 <= genef20))

564. heading = gene g20
565. rule20 = rule20 + 1
end;

if
((genea21<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb21))&((geneec21<=rangeob4)&(rangeob4<=gened21))&((genee21<=bearingob4)&(bearingob4<=genef21))
heading=geneg21
rule21=rule21+1
end;

if
((genea22<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb22))&((geneec22<=rangeob4)&(rangeob4<=gened22))&((genee22<=bearingob4)&(bearingob4<=genef22))
heading=geneg22
rule22=rule22+1
end;

if
((genea23<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb23))&((geneec23<=rangeob4)&(rangeob4<=gened23))&((genee23<=bearingob4)&(bearingob4<=genef23))
heading=geneg23
rule23=rule23+1
end;
if
((genea24<=robotrangetoupperbound)&&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb24)&&(genic24<=rangeob4)&&(rangeob4<=gened24)&&(genee24<=bearingob4)&&(bearingob4<=genef24))

580. heading=geneg24
581. rule24=rule24+1
582. end;

583. if
((genea25<=robotrangetoupperbound)&&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb25)&&(genic25<=rangeob4)&&(rangeob4<=gened25)&&(genee25<=bearingob4)&&(bearingob4<=genef25))

584. heading=geneg25
585. rule25=rule25+1
586. end;
587. end;

588. % Dummy statements in order to provide values for the dummy obstacle;
589. if (95<xrobot)&&(xrobot<=160);

590. % Determines which stimulus-response rule to apply;
591. if
((genea1<=robotrangetoupperbound)&&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb1)&&(genic1<=rangeob5)&&(rangeob5<=gened1)&&(genee1<=bearingob5)&&(bearingob5<=genef1))

592. heading=geneg1
593. rule1 = rule1 + 1
594. end;
595. if
((genea2 <= robotrangetoupperbound) && (robotrangetoupperbound <= geneb2)) &&
((gene2 <= rangeo5) && (rangeo5 <= gened2)) &&
((genee2 <= bearingo5) && (bearingo5 <= genef2))
596. heading = geneg2
597. rule2 = rule2 + 1
598. end;
599. if
((genea3 <= robotrangetoupperbound) && (robotrangetoupperbound <= geneb3)) &&
((gene3 <= rangeo5) && (rangeo5 <= gened3)) &&
((genee3 <= bearingo5) && (bearingo5 <= genef3))
600. heading = geneg3
601. rule3 = rule3 + 1
602. end;
603. if
((genea4 <= robotrangetoupperbound) && (robotrangetoupperbound <= geneb4)) &&
((gene4 <= rangeo5) && (rangeo5 <= gened4)) &&
((genee4 <= bearingo5) && (bearingo5 <= genef4))
604. heading = geneg4
605. rule4 = rule4 + 1
606. end;
((genea5<=robotrangetoupperbound)&&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb5))\&\&((gene5<=rangeob5)\&\&(rangeob5<=gened5))\&\&((genee5<=bearingob5)\&\&(bearingob5<=genef5))

608. heading=geneg5
609. rule5=rule5+1
610.end;

if
((genea6<=robotrangetoupperbound)&&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb6))\&\&((gene6<=rangeob5)\&\&(rangeob5<=gened6))\&\&((genee6<=bearingob5)\&\&(bearingob5<=genef6))

612. heading=geneg6
613. rule6=rule6+1
614.end;

if
((genea7<=robotrangetoupperbound)&&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb7))\&\&((gene7<=rangeob5)\&\&(rangeob5<=gened7))\&\&((genee7<=bearingob5)\&\&(bearingob5<=genef7))

616. heading=geneg7
617. rule7=rule7+1
618.end;

if
((genea8<=robotrangetoupperbound)&&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb8))\&\&((gene8<=rangeob5)\&\&(rangeob5<=gened8))\&\&((genee8<=bearingob5)\&\&(bearingob5<=genef8))

620. heading=geneg8
621. rule8=rule8+1
622.end;
8<=rangeob5)&(rangeob5<=gened8))&((genee8<=bearingob5)&(bearingob5<=genef8))

620.heading=geneg8
621.rule8=rule8+1
622.end;

623.if
((genea9<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb9))&((gene9<=rangeob5)&(rangeob5<=gened9))&((genee9<=bearingob5)&(bearingob5<=genef9))

624.heading=geneg9
625.rule9=rule9+1
626.end;

627.if
((genea10<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb10))&((gene10<=rangeob5)&(rangeob5<=gened10))&((genee10<=bearingob5)&(bearingob5<=genef10))

628.heading=geneg10
629.rule10=rule10+1
630.end;

631.if
((genea11<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb11))&((gene11<=rangeob5)&(rangeob5<=gened11))&((genee11<=bearingob5)&(bearingob5<=genef11))
632. heading = gene\_11
633. rule\_11 = rule\_11 + 1
634. end;

635. if
((\text{genea}_{12} \leq \text{robotrangetoupperbound}) \& \& \text{robotrangetoupperbound} \leq \text{geneb}_{12}) \& \& \text{rangeob5} \leq \text{gened}_{12}) \& \& \text{bearingob5} \leq genef_{12})

636. heading = gene\_12
637. rule\_12 = rule\_12 + 1
638. end;

639. if
((\text{genea}_{13} \leq \text{robotrangetoupperbound}) \& \& \text{robotrangetoupperbound} \leq \text{geneb}_{13}) \& \& \text{rangeob5} \leq \text{gened}_{13}) \& \& \text{bearingob5} \leq genef_{13})

640. heading = gene\_13
641. rule\_13 = rule\_13 + 1
642. end;

643. if
((\text{genea}_{14} \leq \text{robotrangetoupperbound}) \& \& \text{robotrangetoupperbound} \leq \text{geneb}_{14}) \& \& \text{rangeob5} \leq \text{gened}_{14}) \& \& \text{bearingob5} \leq genef_{14})

644. heading = gene\_14
645. rule\_14 = rule\_14 + 1
646.end;

647.if

((genea15<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb15))&((gene
c15<=rangeob5)&(rangeob5<=gened15))&((genee15<=bearingob5)&(bearingob5<=
genef15))

648.heading=geneg15

649.rule15=rule15+1

650.end;

651.if

((genea16<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb16))&((gene
c16<=rangeob5)&(rangeob5<=gened16))&((genee16<=bearingob5)&(bearingob5<=
genef16))

652.heading=geneg16

653.rule16=rule16+1

654.end;

655.if

((genea17<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb17))&((gene
c17<=rangeob5)&(rangeob5<=gened17))&((genee17<=bearingob5)&(bearingob5<=
genef17))

656.heading=geneg17

657.rule17=rule17+1

658.end;
if

((genea18<=robotrangetoupperbound) & (robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb18)) & ((gene\nc\nec18<=rangeob5) & (rangeob5<=gedned18)) & ((genee18<=bearingob5) & (bearingob5<=
genef18))

heading=geneg18

rule18=rule18+1

end;

if

((genea19<=robotrangetoupperbound) & (robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb19)) & ((gene\nc\nec19<=rangeob5) & (rangeob5<=gedned19)) & ((genee19<=bearingob5) & (bearingob5<=
genef19))

heading=geneg19

rule19=rule19+1

end;

if

((genea20<=robotrangetoupperbound) & (robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb20)) & ((gene\nc\nec20<=rangeob5) & (rangeob5<=gedned20)) & ((genee20<=bearingob5) & (bearingob5<=
genef20))

heading=geneg20

rule20=rule20+1

end;

if

((genea21<=robotrangetoupperbound) & (robotrangetoupperbound<=geneb21)) & ((gen
ec21<=rangeob5)&(rangeob5<=ged51))&((gene21<=bearing5)&(bearing5<=
genef21))

672.heading=geneg21
673.rule21=rule21+1
674.end;

675.if
((gene22<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=gene22))&((gene22<=rangeob5)&(rangeob5<=ged22))&((gene22<=bearingob5)&(bearingob5<=
genef22))

676.heading=geneg22
677.rule22=rule22+1
678.end;

679.if
((gene23<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=gene23))&((gene23<=rangeob5)&(rangeob5<=ged23))&((gene23<=bearingob5)&(bearingob5<=
genef23))

680.heading=geneg23
681.rule23=rule23+1
682.end;

683.if
((gene24<=robotrangetoupperbound)&(robotrangetoupperbound<=gene24))&((gene24<=rangeob5)&(rangeob5<=ged24))&((gene24<=bearingob5)&(bearingob5<=
genef24))
684. heading = geneg24

685. rule24 = rule24 + 1

686. end;

687. if

((genea25 <= robotrangetoupperbound) & (robotrangetoupperbound <= geneb25)) &
((genecc25 <= rangeob5) & (rangeob5 <= gened25)) &
((genee25 <= bearingob5) & (bearingob5 <= genef25))

688. heading = geneg25

689. rule25 = rule25 + 1

690. end;

691. end;

692. % Heading is equal to the initial heading plus the new heading;

693. headingnew = headinginitial + heading;

694. % The initial heading is then incremented to the new heading;

695. headinginitial = headingnew;

696. % Robot moves 1 unit distance in the heading provided by the stimulus-response

   rules;

697. xrobotnew = xrobot + cos(headingnew);

698. yrobotnew = yrobot + sin(headingnew);

699. % Plots new robot position and heading;

700. robotcenter = xrobotnew;

701. robotcenterleft = robotcenter - 1;

702. robotcenterright = robotcenter + 1;
703. [robotcenterleft.:1:robotcenterright];

704. theta7=atan2((yrobotnew+sqrt(1-(x-xrobotnew).^2)),x);

705. theta8=atan2((yrobotnew-sqrt(1-(x-xrobotnew).^2)),x);

706. rho7=sqrt(x.^2+(yrobotnew+sqrt(1-(x-xrobotnew).^2)).^2);

707. rho8=sqrt(x.^2+(yrobotnew-sqrt(1-(x-xrobotnew).^2)).^2);

708. [x,y11]=pol2cart(theta7,rho7);

709. [x,y12]=pol2cart(theta8,rho8);

710. plot(x,y11,'b',x,y12,'b');

711. xorient=[xrobotnew xrobotnew+cos(headingnew)];

712. yorient=[yrobotnew yrobotnew+sin(headingnew)];

713. thetaorientation=atan(sin(headingnew)/cos(headingnew));

714. plot(xorient,yorient,'g');

715. rule26=terminationcounter-rule1-rule2-rule3-rule4-rule5-rule6-rule7-rule8-rule9-
    rule10-rule11-rule12-rule13-rule14-rule15-rule16-rule17-rule18-rule19-rule20-rule21-
    rule22-rule23-rule24-rule25;

716. xrobot

717. yrobot

718. robotrangetoupperbound

719. rangeob1

720. bearingob1

721. heading

722. thetaorientation

723. % increments the obstacle bearing to the initial obstacle bearing;
724. initialbearingob1=bearingob1;
725. initialbearingob2=bearingob2;
726. initialbearingob3=bearingob3;
727. initialbearingob4=bearingob4;
728. initialbearingob5=bearingob5;
729. end;
730. xrobot
731. terminationcounter
732. rule1
733. rule2
734. rule3
735. rule4
736. rule5
737. rule6
738. rule7
739. rule8
740. rule9
741. rule10
742. rule11
743. rule12
744. rule13
745. rule14
746. rule15
747.rule16
748.rule17
749.rule18
750.rule19
751.rule20
752.rule21
753.rule22
754.rule23
755.rule24
756.rule25
757.rule26
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